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ABSTRACT

Statement  of  Problem:

There   is   very   little   research  available  on   the  mildly   learning

impaired   adult    (Sabatino  and   Mauser,1978;   Deshler,1974,1978;

Bryant   and   Kass,1972).      Consequently   there   is   very   little   literature

avaHable  on   the  affective  competencies   required   for  the  teacher  of  the

adult   with   learning   problems    (`Sabatino   and   Mauser,1978;   Mann,   Goodman

and  Wiederholt,1978).     Thus   this   study  will   attempt   to   identify   the

affective  competencies   required   for   the   teacher  of  the   learning   impaired

adult.     The   study  will   focus   on   the  affective   skHls   and/or  competencies

considered  essential   in  the  teacher-student   relationship.

Method :

The  competencies  will   be  determined   by  a   review  of   the   literature,

interviews  with   persons   of  expertise  working  with   mildly   learning

impaired  adults   and  a   survey-evaluation  of  specified   affective  competen-

cies.     The  competencies  will   be   sent   to  experts   in   the   field  of  special

and  adult   education   to  j.ustify   the   relevancy  of  the   competencies   and

the   technique  of  competency  j.ustification  as   legitimate   research.

Upon   confirmation   of  specific   competencies,   a   survey-questionnaire

wiH   be   sent   to   teachers   and   administrators   of  adult   and   special
\

eduation   programs.

in
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Resu I ts :

The   review  of  the   ltterature  revealed  the  area  of  adult  e.ducation

for  the  mHdly   learning   impaired  adult   to  be   void  of  specific   informa-

tion   regarding  the  affective  competencies  of  the   instructor  of  this

population.     Consequently   literature  on  affecti-ve  education,   teacher

education  and  adult  and   special   education   for  the  adolescent-adult

handicapped  was   reviewed.     The  competencies   identified   for   further

study  are  a  combination  of   the   three  areas   previously  mentioned.

The   results  of  the  survey   (to  be  disseminated  at  a   later  date)

will   yield  a  set  of  affective  competencies  considered  top  priority

for   inclusion   in   teacher  preparation   programs  `in   the  area  of  adult

special   education.

Cone 1 us i on :

The   review  of  the   literature   revealed  a  significant  need   to   further

explore  and   research   the  area  of  affective  teacher  competency  as   it

relates   to  the   instruction  of  adult  mildly  handicapped.
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Chapter   1

I NTRODUCT I ON

The  mildly   learning   impaired  adult   is   a   little-researched   topic

(Sabatino   and   Mauser,    1978;   Deshler,    1974,1978;   Br}ant   and   Kass,    1972;

Anderson,1970;   Mann,   Goodman   and  Wiederholt,1978;   and   Ysseldyke,1978).

(The  term  'f'adult'n  wi]l   be   used   to  cover   the  population  of  adolescents

and  adults  with   learning   impairments.     The   rationale   is   that  both   groups

require  development  of  skiHs   to  enable   them  to  cope  with  society.)

There   is   Vetp1¢i¢tle=i   research   available  on   the  affective  competencies

required   for  the   teacher  of  the  mature  student  with   learning  problems

(Sabatino   and   Mauser,1978;   Mann,   Goodman   and  Wiederholt,1978)   as   well

as   valid   testing   instruments   for   this   population.

Statement  of  the  Problem

The   identification  of  specific  affective  competencies   in   the

teacher-adult  student   instructional   setting  are  unique  to  the  mature

mildly   learning   impaired   individual.      Are   these   teacher   qualities

unique   to   the   instruction  of   the   adult   population  with   mild   learning

impairments   versus   the  adult   population  of   ''normal"   individuals?     Are

these  qualities   essential   to  every   teacher-adult   student   learning

relationship  or  only   to   those   situations   involving   the  mildly   handi-
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capped  adult?

This   study  will   attempt   to   identify  the  affective  competencies   re-

quired   for   the  teacher  of  the   learning   impaired  adult.     Specifically,

the  study  will   focus  on   the  affective  skills   and/or  competencies  consid-

ered'essential   in   the   teacher-student   relationship.     These  competencies

will   be  determined  by  a   review  of  the   literature  and   by   interviews

with   persons  of  expertise  working  with   the  specified   population.     Sub-

sequently  a   survey  will   be   sent   to  programs   purporting   involvement  with

the   learning   impaired   adult.

Rat i ona I e

From  a  brief  survey  of  adult   remedial   programs   and  of  the   topic

of  competencies   for  teachers  of  the  special   needs   adult,   there  appears

to  be   little   research   and   information  available.     The   illiteracy  move-

ment,   through  Adult   Basic   Education   Programs,   has::   attempted   to  de-

lineate   competencies   for   the   instruction  of  adults   (Mocker,1974;   and

Jordan,1973).     The   competencies  t.hus,ifar  reviewed   in   Mocker's   and

Jordan's   programs   do  not   address   themselves   to  `the  adult  with   special

needs.      Yet,   many   individuals  who   failed   to   learn   to   read  and   per,form   in

school   may   have  suffered   from  a   learning  difficulty   due   to  cultural   dif-

ferences   or   level   of   inteHectual   functioning.     Thus,   many  of  the

students   in  Adult   Basic   Education   Programs   may  well   exhibit   character-

istics   of   the   learning   disabled  or   the  mildly   retarded.     The   latter  may

be  due   to  a  nyriad  of  causes,   but   basicaHy,   socio-economic  conditions

often   set   these   individuals   behind   in   their   school   years   (Cottle,1974).

There  have  been   very   few,    if   any,   studies   conducted  on  ABE   (Adult   Basic

Education)   Programs   to  determine   the   prevalence   of   learning   disabilities
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or  mild   retardation   that  may  exist   in   this   population.     Many.  of  the   in-

dividuals   enroHed   in  ABE  Programs   are   in  need  of  specific   instruction-

al   assistance   to  help   them  overcome  their   reading   disabilities.

Secondly,   the  number  of  adults  who  are  not   receiving  any  help  to  over-

come  their   iHiteracy   is   large.     Of  that   popu.Iation,  what  percentage

would  qualify  as   learners  with   special   needs?     Or  on   the  contrary,   are

their  needs   any  different   from  those  of  the  s`chool-age  population?

lf   16%  of   the   total   population   has   an   lQ  below   84   (Gillespie,1974),

then  one  would  assume   that   this  would  have   a   significant   impact  on   the

rate  of   iHiteracy   in   this   country.     However,   this   figure  does   not

take   into  account   the   learni`ng   disabled   and   emotionally  disturbed,

whose   IQ's   are   presumably  above  84.      (See  Appendix  C.)      lf  one  applies

a  conservative   figure   like  HEW's   for   the   incidence  of   LD   {1earning

disabilities)   and   ED   (emotional   disturbance)    in   the   population   as

weH,   the   percentage  of   unserved  special   needs   adults  would   be  signifi-

cant.      HEW  maintains   that   2.6%  of   the   total   population   is   learning

disabled   and   I.6%  would   qualify   as   emotionally   disturbed.      Add   this

proportion   (4.2%)   to   the   16%  and   the  percentage  of  the   total   population

that   has   special    learning   needs   becomes   20.2%.     According   to  Gillespie

only   2-3%  of   the   16%   have   lQ's   below   52.      Approximately   85%  of   th.e   re-

tarded   population   is   considered  mild   to  borderline  whHe  only   15%   can   be

considered  moderately   to  severely  and   profoundly   retarded   (Gillespie,

1974).      However,   the   President's   Committee   on   Mental    Retardation,   A

First   Report   on   the   Nation's   Progress   and   Remaining   Great   Needs

Campaign   to   Combat   Mental   Retardation,   places   89%   in   the  mildly   retarded

range.     Thus   a   high   proportion  of   the   adult   population  would   qualify

as   adults  with   special    learning   needs.
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The  secondary   level   of  education   is   now  beginning   to   realize   the

large  number  of   individuals  who  fall    into  this  category.     Unfortunate-

ly,   few  coHeges   and   universities   are  addressing  their  teacher  training

programs   to  the  special   needs  of  the  secondary  and  post-secondary  popula-

tion.      Under   the   ]982   guidelines   of   P.L.   94-142,   all   exceptional    indivi-

duals   between   the  ages  of  3  and   21   must   be  served  by   the  public  schools.

In   North   Carolina   this   includes   community   coHeges.     The   impact  of   the

older   individual   with   special   learning   needs   requesting   instruction   has

not  been   clarified   nor  experienced.     However,   from  discussions  with   con-

cerned   parents  of  emerging  adult  sons  or  daughters  with   special   needs,

the  need   for  services   is   critical.     The   provision  of  services   for  their

sons   and   daughters   as   established  by   P.L.   94-142  has   made   them  aware

of  the  educational   provisions   their  offspring  are  entitled  to.     Thus,

the  need   to  develop  specific  competencies   for  training  programs  of  the

teacher  of  the  adult  with   special   needs   is   critical    (Sabatino  and  Mauser,

1978;   Wiederholt,   Gearhart   and   Marsh,1977;   HammiH,1978).

From  a   review  of  the   literaturethus.friar the  competencies   estab-

lished   for  ABE   Programs   come   closest   to  defining   the   instructional   com-

petencies  of  the  mature  student.     The  areas   that   appear   to  be  deficient

and  critical   to  the  success  of  programs   for  special   adult  students   are

the  diagnostic  and  affective  competencies   employed   in   the   teaching-

1earning   process.     The   diagnostic  competencies   are  weak  due  to  a   lack  of

research   and  effective  diagnostic   instruments   (Sabatino,   Mauser,

Wiederholt,   Hammill).     The  affective   competencies   appear   thus   unresearch-

ed   and   undefined   for  the   teacher  of  the  adult  with   special   needs.

Furthermore,   "no  attempt   has   been  made   to  specify   personality  or

attitude  variables   that   contribute  to  effective   teaching  of  all   second-
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any   (adult)   students.     Research  needs   to  be  designed  around  how  a   teacher

applies   knowledge   and   skill   wi.th  observation   and   measurement  of  the

effect  on  .the   learner.s   performance"   (Mann,   Goodman,   and  Wiederholt,

1978).      Sabatino,   Mauser,   HammiH,   Rosenshine,   Furst,   Phelps,   Lutz   and

others   imply  the  need   for  a  definitive  study  exploring  the  attitudinal

variables   that  contribute  to  the  successful   instruction  of  the  second-

ary-adult  student  with  special   needs.

Def i n i t i ons

Lea ming   Disabled   Adult

There  are   two   groups   of   learning   impaired  or   learning   disabled

adults:      I)   that  sector  of  the  population  who  did  not   receive  adequate

education  and  are   thus   learning   impaired  by   their  educational   deficien-

cies   more  commonly   referred   to  as   ''educational   disasters;''  and   2)   the
\

individual   who   due   to  a   perceptual   or  processing   difficulty  was   unable

to   learn  basic   skills   essential   for  adequate   functioning   in  society.

Often   the  adult  who   is   educationaHy   deficient   and   thus   learning   impaired

exhibits   many  of   the   learning   difficulties   and   socio-emotional   problems

of   the   learning   disabled   adult.     The   two  groups'    levels   of   functioning

are   impaired   by   the   natures  of   the  handicaps.      BasicaHy,   their

obstacles   to   learning   involve   the   inability   to   utilize   reading   as   an

effective   learning   tool   to  assist   them   in  coping  with   the  daily  demands

that   society   p.laces   upon   them.

Students   with   learning   disabilities   have   a   difficult   time   "making

it"   in   school.     They  may   or  may   not   have   had  special   services   when   they

were   in  elementary   school.     Teachers   soon   discover   that   their   learning

problem  was   not   ''cured"   in   elementary   school.     The   students   continue
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to  attend  school   into  the  secondary   level  where  they  experience  in-

creased   learning  difficulties  and  frustration.     Eventually  the  students

either  drop  out  of  school   or  are  passed  out  of  high  school   into

society's  mainstream  to  deal   wi.th  demands  and  expectations   they  are

total]y`  unprepared   for..

Learning   disabled   adults   have  difficulty   coping  with   the  demands

society  places   upon   them.     This   is   due  to'the  fact   that  even  when

removed   from  a  school   environment   they  are  still   plagued  by  the  effects

of  their   learning   disability.     The   LDA   (learning   disabled   adult)   exists

in   society  burdened  with   a   learning  disability   (difficulty   in   reading,

writing,   speHing  or   thinking)   and   the   psychological   effects   and  memories

of  school    ]abels   (slow,   lazy,   unmotivated,   incompetent,   etc.).     These

difficulties   become  obstacles   to  the   learning  disabled  adult  when   he

seriously   considers   career  goals,   even   finding  and  holding  a  Job.

These  obstacles  often  give   rise   to  emotional   problems   further  diminishing

the   individual's   ability   to   interact  effectively  with  his   environment.

Who   is   this   individual?     Most   important   to   the   understanding  of

the   learning  disabled  adu].t   is   being  aware  of  the   characteristics  of  a

learning  disability.      First   of  aH,   an   individual   with   a   learning

disabi`Iity   should   possess   average  or  above  average   inteHectual   ability

as   determined   by   a   full    scale  WISC    (WAIS)   or   Stan ford   Binet    (Goodman,

Mann   and   Gearhart,1978).      According   to  established   definitions   of

learning   disabilities,   the   individual   must   not   be  mentaHy   retarded.

Ho`^/ever,   it   is   the  writer's   belief   that   many   adults   could   possibly   be

labeHed  MR  due   to  cultural   and   educational   deprivation  and   thus   should

not  be  excluded   from  services.      It   is   not   unusual   to   find  an   adult

labeHed  mentaHy   retarded  when   in   reality  he   is   learning  disabled.
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-`--;  The   longitudinal   effect  of  failure  and   rej.ection  hase  depressed  his

level   of  functioning.     Secondly,   this   person  may  have  disorders  of  per-

ception  which  are  classified  as   visual,   auditory  and/or   tactile   in

nature.     Perceptual   disorders   ''are  believed  to  result   in  a  disruption

of  the   interpretation  of  sensory   information  by  the  brain"   (Gearhart,   et

al.,.1978).      In  other  words,   the   individual   does   possess   adequate  hearing,

but   due  to  difficulty   in  auditory   processing,   the   individual   may

experience  difficulty   in  auditory  discrimi`nation  or  may  experience

difficulty   in   auditory   figure-ground.      Similarly,   the   individual

possesses   adequate  visual   acuity,   but  experiences   difficulty   in  visual

perception,   as   evidenced  by   reversal   of   letter  combinations   in  words  or

difficulty   in   perceiving   visual   stimuli   due   to  visual   figure-ground

difficulty.     Another  example  of  a  disorder   in  perception   reveals   itself

in  visual-motor  activities  whereby   the   individual   may  experience

difficulty   in  making   the  hand   perform  what   the  eye  perceives.     This

may   be  evidenced   in   poor  handwriting,   poor   drawing  of  simple   geometric

figures  and/or   letter   reversals.

Some   learning   disabili.ties   effect   how  an   individual    interprets   or

integrates   information.      In  other  words,   information   is   adequately   re-

ceived  but   is   distorted   in   the   interpretation  and/or   integration   function.

This   breakdown  of   information   processing   is  often  compared   to   the  cir-

cuitry  of  a   computer  which  has   developed  a   "short,"  thus   making   the

processed   information   unreliable  and   incomplete.

Memory   is   another  area  effected  by   the  brain's   integration-storage-

retrieval   system.      The   LD   individual   may   experience   memory   deficiency   in

visual   and/or  auditory   channels.     Memory   disorders   pose   the  most

mystifying  and   elusive   problem  effecting   the   LD  student.      As   one   LD
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student   put   it,   'Why  can   I   remember  some  things  on  some  days   and   not  on

others?"     Memory  difficulties   definitely  hinder  academic  growth;   they

affect  knowledge  acquisition  and   retention  essential   to  problem-solving

activities   and   long-term  academic  growth.     "Many  LD  students   demonstrate

an   inability  to  assimilate,   store  and   recall   information"   (Gearhart,   et

al.,1978).     Adults   displaying   such   characteristics   suffer  devastating

frustration   in  being  taught  and   retaught   the  same   information  without

ever   integrating   it   fuHy  with   previously   learned  skills   and   knowledge.

Society's   memory  performance   requirements   on   the  memory   deficient   LDA

(.or  any   LDA)   often   result   in   emotional   disturbances   ranging   from  mild

to  severe   (Cox,1977).     Many   teachers   mistake  the   resultant   emotional

disturbance  as   the  cause  of  the   learning  disability.

Many   LD   individuals   experi'ence  difficulty   in   the   utilization  of

spoken  and  written   language.     The   LDA  usually  has   more   difficulty  with

written  expression  but  evidence  of  either  written  or  spoken   language

difficulty   indicates   the   possibility  of  a   language  disorder.     Seme]

and  Wiig  maintain   that   a   language   deficit  or  disorder  may  be  character-

ized   by:

1)      a  cognitive-linguistic   processing  deficit,   char-
acterized   by   reductions   in   the   knowledge  and   use
of  morphology  and   syntax  and   in   comprehension  of        .
linguistic   concepts;

2)      Dysnomia   -difficulty  with  word   and   phrase   recall
or   retrieval    (Semel   and   Wiig,1976).

Although   these  characteristics   are   identified   in   LD  adolescents,   they  are

also  evident   in   the   adult  with   a   learning   disability.

Difficulty   in   language   comprehension   and   usage   has   been   shown   to

have  a  definite  effect   on  an   individual's   ability   to   learn   to   read

(Stauffer,   Abrams,   Pikulski,   Wiederholt   and  others).     A  possible   reason
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for  the  high   percentage  of  reading  difficulties   in  the  school-age

population   is   the  different  "linguistic  sub-culture"   in  our  country.

A]though   the  characteristics  of  the  LDA  are  based  on  the  observa-

tions  and  classifications  used  for  children,  many  of  these  characteris-

tics   are  seen   in  adults.      It   seems   ironical   that  when  the   field  of  LD

began  educators   and   theorists   based   their  conclusions  of  the  evidence

of  a   learning  disability   in  children  on  observed  behavior  of  adults

who  had  suffered  some   insult   to  their  central   nervous   system  through  an

accident  or  a   stroke.     These   individuals  were  seen  as   having   learning

difficulties   even   though   they  were  of  normal   ability.      Inherent   in   the

definition  of   learning   disability   is   possible   neurological    impairment

causing   learning  difficulty.     The  characteristics   of  LD   in   children  were

based  on  deviant   learning  behavior  of  adults:   yet,   even  today,   there   is

little   information  on   the   adult  who  has   ''survived"   childhood  with   a

learning  disability.

From   the   "purists"  point  of  view,   the  adult  with   a   learning

disability   exhibits   perceptual    learning   difficulties  which   inhibit

academic   performance.      Unfortunately,   many   individuals   are   classified

"LD"  because  of  years   of  poor   instruction,   not   a   ''true"   learning

disability   so,   according   to   the   ''purists,"   LDA  must   have   the   following

cha racte r i s t i cs :

I)      academic   disability  with   a   significant   discrepancy  between

the  ability   to   perform  and   the  performance   level;

2)     average  or  above   intelligence;   and

3)      process   disorder  -presumably   neurologically   caused.

The   third  characteristic,-'   process   disorder,-relates   to  and   is

probably  a  cause  of  academic  disability.     The   term  process   disorder
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relates   to  how  well   the   individual   receives   information   (input),   trans-

lates   (concept   formation,   problem-solving,   etc.)   and  expresses   (output)

information.     An   individual's   problem   in   processing  may   be   due   to  diffi-

culty   in  auditory  and/or  visual   perception  which   requires   the  use  of

receptive  and  expressive  channels   (difficulty  with   input  and  output).

Other  difficulties   may  arise   in  the  translation  of  the   input.     The

difficulty   in  written  and  oral   expression   is  often  a  symptom  of  a

process   disorder.     Simply   stated,   breakdown  anywhere  along   the   receiving-

translating-expressing  system  causes   disruption   in  processing   information

resulting   in  widely   varying  but   inter-related   learning  problems.

If  an   .individual   has   lived  with   this   type  of  ''hidden  handicap"

all   his   life,   he   is   bound   to  have  a  distorted  view  of  himself  and

his   potential.     The   following   is   a  quote   from  an  adult's   description  of

h i mse I f :

you  were  just   labened   lazy  because  you  could  not,
or  had  a  hard   time  trying   to  write,   read,   spell   or
do  math.     As   an  adult  you   think  of  yourself  as   smart,
but  you  also  think  of  yourself  as   dumb,   lazy,   crazy,
or   retarded.     Sometimes  you  even   feel   you  are  not
real.     You  become  a   funny,loud   person (Time   Out   to   Enj.o

This   self-image  problem   is   often  compounded  by   teacher   ignorance   that

the  student's   per for.mance   is   caused   by  a   learning   disability   rather   than

the  student   being   "dumb,"  "stupid,"  "slow,"  etc.

Learning   disabled   individuals   tend   to  have  different   expectations

than   teachers.     A  seventeen  year  old  dyslexic  who  had  great   difficulty

in   reading   finally   reached   the   fourth   grade   reading   level.     You  can

imagine   the   teacher's   reaction   to   this   hard  won   accomplishment.     The

student's   reaction  wast      ''l'm  told   I    read  at   a   fourth   grade   level   but

from  where   I   sit   that's   not   reading" (Time   Out   to   En
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A  California   community  college  program   identified   the   LD  adult   stu-

dent  as  having  average  or  above  average  potential ,   but  having  specific

learning  disabilities   such  as   perceptual   motor  dysfunction,   specific

reading  disability,   ::disorganization  of  thought  and  action,   and  general-

ized  memory   problems   (De  Anza   Community   CoHege).     The   foHowing   are

fourteen  characteristics   this  program  identified  as  characteristics  of

learning  disabled   adults:

I)      visual   problems   (visual   perception)

2)     hearing   problems   (auditory  perception)

3)      speech   impediments   (d.ifficulty  with   spoken   language)

4)      clumsiness

5)     low  frustration   level

6)     short  attention  span

7)      responds   very  slowly

8)      immediate  memory   problem   (such   as,   remembering  a   telephone

number)

9)     difficulty   in   speHing   from  dictation

10)      low  comprehension  of   language   (receptive  and  expressive)

11)     discrimination   difficulties   (often  misinterprets  what  y6u

say  or  what   they   read)

12)      visual-motor  difficulties   (difficulty   copying   from  board)

13)     seem;   to   understand  what   is   said   in  class   but   has   difficulty

understanding   reading   material

14)     extreme  difficulty  with  written  expression,   i.e.,   syntax,

punct ua t i on

The   Mildly   Learning    Impaired   Adult

The  mildly   learning   impaired   adult   lacks   an   established   definition,
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thus  the   rationale  for  attempting  to  define  the  term  learning  disabHi-

ties   as   it   relates   to  the  adult   learning   impaired  population   (Sabatino.

Mauser  and  Wiederholt,1978).     The   foHowing  characteristics   are  consid-

ered  as  causes  of  an   individual's   inability  to  perform  either  academ-

ically  or  vocationaHy:

I)     academic   failure  often  accompanied   by  damaged   self-
Concept ;

2)      lack  of   interest   in  continued   formal   education;

3)      lack  of  trained  personnel   to  work  with   learning   impaired
adu' ts ;

4)      lack  of  adequate   diagnostic  assessment   (Mann,   Goodman   and
Wiederho]t,1978).

Mann,   et  a].,   have  specified   four  critical   areas   that  are   integral

parts  of  the  "Gestalt"  of  the   learning   impaired  adult.     Thus   in  defining

the   term   learning   impaired  adult  one  needs   to  consider  the   impact  of

failure  on   the  self-concept  and  subsequently   the  avoidance  of  classroom

related  education.

In   summary,   the  mildly   learning   impaired   adult   exhibits   one  or  more

of  the  foHowing  characteristics:

I)      low  academic   achievement,   possibly  high   absenteeism   in   school

for  various   reasons;

2)      low  self-concept,   as   a   result  of  academic   failure;

3)      inability   to  utilize  and   relate  basic  academic  skius   effective-

]y   to  environment;   and

4)     assumed  average   potential   or  ability.

This   definition   includes   the   ''hard   core"   learning   disabled   adult   as

well   as   the   adult  who   is   learning  disabled  by   nature  of  his   academic

handicap.      In  other  words,    it   is   an   umbrella   term  under  which   any   indi-

vidual   who  experiences   difficulty   utilizing   basic   academic   skills   or

tools  effectively   for   successful   survival   in  society  may  fall.

Affect  or  Affective  Com etenc
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The  degree  of  success  of  teaching  a   learning  disabled  adult  depends

upon  the  expertise  of  the  teacher.     Knowledge  and  ability  to  demonstrate

the  competencies   inherent   in   the  popular  diagnostic-prescriptive  teaching

models   espoused  by  many  special   education  programs   does   not   guarantee

teacher  success.      Creamer,   Gilmore,  Wiederholt,   Sabatino  and  others

maintain  that  students  who  are  designated  ''competent"  through   fulfilling

specific  diagnostic-prescriptive  competencies  are  not  always  effective

teachers.     The   critical   element  of  "sensitivity"   to   individual   needs  or

affective  teaching  skiHs   are   lacking.     The  term  ''affectt'  or  "affective"

is  a  combination  of  attri.butes   or  qualiti.es  which   relate  to   the  manner

in  which  an   individual    interacts  with   his   environment.     Webster  defines

"affect''  as:

1)     a   disposition  or   tendency;

2)     a.      in   psychology,   an  emotion,   feeling  or  mood   as
a   factor   in  behavior;

b.      a   stimulus   arousing  emotion,   feeling  or  mood;

3)     affective   is  defined  as   that  which  affects  or  excites
emotion,   emotional    (Webster's   Unabridged   Dictionar '966)

Wei.nstein  and   Fantini   define  affect   as   a   function   involved   in   the'

learning-living   process.

The  affective  function  of   instruction  pertains   to  the
practical   life  -to  the  emotions,   the  passions,   the  dis-
positions,   the  motives,   the  moral   and   aesthetic  sensibi-
1ities,   the  capacity   for   feeling,   concern,   attachment  or
detachment,   sympathy,   empathy   and   appreciation   (Sterling
and   MCMurrin    in   Smith,1971).

Affect   is   not  only  an   intense   feeling  or  emotion;   it   is   also  an  expres-

sion  of  the  basic   forces   that   direct  and   control   behavior.     Weinstein,

et  al.,   (1975)   maintain   that   in   "the  affective   domain   the  most   influen-
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tia]   control   can  be  found."    That  domain  "contains   the   forces   that

determine  the  nature  of  an   individual 's   life  and   ultimately  the   life  of

an   entire   people"   (Krathwohl,   Bloom  and  Masia,1956   in   Smith,1971).

It  must  be  understood   that  although  cognition  and  affect  are

discussed  as   separate  functions,   they  are   inseparable   in  the   learning

process.     They  are  not  divorced  from  one  another  but   rather   inter-

dependent   in   the  process  of  knowledge  acquisition.     Cognitive   learning

is   a   natural   process  of  becoming  more  capable  of  dealing  with  one's   inner

needs   (Weinstein  and   Fantini,1975).      Cognition   and  affect   are  not

separate  but  are   li.nked  together.      In  other  words,   cognitive  machinery

should   link   inner  needs   to  the  environment   and   provide   the  organism  with

means  of  coping  with   requirements  of  the  environment   (Weinstein  and

Fantini,1975).

Dr.   George  Brown   clarified   the   is-sue  by  stating:

it  might  help  to  talk  about  harmony  between  affect
and  cognition   in  the  sense  that  within  the  on-going
growth   of  the   individual,   the  affective  domain  has
become  anesthetized,   or   feelings   can  be  going   in
different  directions   from  the  cognitive  knowing.     The
intent   is   to  get  harmony  between  the  two  so  that  they
both   go   in   the  same  direction   (in  Weinstein   and   Fantini,1975).

This  becomes   the   responsibility  of  the  teacher.     The  concept  of  affective

education   is   a   critical   element   in   the  teaching  process.     The   is`su.e

surrounding   the  concept   relates   to   its   accountability  and   the  ability   to

accurately  measure  and  assess   the  competencies   involved   in  affective

teachi ng .

Teacher  education   programs   have  worked  diligently.  to  develop  a

way   to  objectively  measure   teacher  performance..    As   a   result,   there  are

many   versions   of   Competency-Based   Teacher   Education   Programs    (CBTE).

CBTE  provides   a   system  of  evaluation   through   specification  of  competen-
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cies   involved   in  the  teacher-student   learning  process.

The  emphasis   in   technical   skHl   development   in   the  CBTE   programs

tends  to  ignore  one  of  the  most   important  aspects  of  the  teaching-

learning   process   -the  elements   involved   in   building   and  maintaining  a

positive   relationship  with   the  student.     A  common  misconception  of  the

CBTE  model    is   that   it   is   void  of  the  affective  domain   in   the   teaching-

learning   process.

Critics   of  CBTE  have   taken   the  position   that   the  elements   dealing

with  the  affect  are   lost  sight  .of   in  the  struggle  to   identify  the

technical   skiHs.      Combs      (1970)   stated   that   CBTE  has   long   concerned

itself  with   improving  the  competency  of  teachers   defined  as  what   they

know  and  how  they   perform,   but   the  teacher  as  a  person   is   given   little

attention.     Murray     (1972)   states   that   ''teachers  who  will   make   the  most

significant   differences   must   be  more   than  competent   technicians;   they

must   also  be  people  who  know  something  about   themselves   and  others  who

possess   interpersonal   competencies   as  well   as   pedagogical   skHls."

Furthermore,   according   to  Bruinks      (1977)   CBTE   tends   to  be   indifferent

to  "knowledge  that  the  teacher  needs   to  teach,   to  the  teacher  attitudes

and  other  sets  of  personal   characteristics   and  to  the   large  set  of

h.uman   perceptions   and   relations   that  many  assume  are   required  of  effec-

tive   teaching.''

However,   the   CBTE   concept    (Creamer   and   Gilmore,1974;   Bruinks,

1977)   provides   a  workable   model    in  which   to   incorporate   these   competen-

cies   so  essential   to  successful   teaching.     Therefore,   it  would   seem

logical   to   identify   the  specific  affective  competencies   deemed  appro-

priate  to   the  teacher-learner  success   through  selecting   specific

qualities  which   could   be  measured,   thus   utilizing   the  strengths   of
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CBTE   and  humanistic  education   to  establish  a   program  which  will   provide

affective  teacher  education  within   the   framework  of  CBTE   (Bruinks,1977).

In  an  effort   to  establish  consistency   in  terminology  those  studies

advocating   interpersonal   competencies  or  behaviors  are   interpreted  as

effective  competencies.     The  conscious  movement  of   integrating  affective

skills  with   technical   s`kills   has   been   interpreted  as   an  outgrowth  of

humanistic  education.     Humanistic  education   focuses  on   the  uniqueness   and

individualness  of  persons   and   their   inter-connection  with  others   in

today`s   socio-realities   (Fantini,   ]969;   Bruinks,1977).      In  other  words,

humanis.tic  education   is   a   reaction   toward  what   seems   to  be  a   depersonal-

izing  of  education.

Concept  of  Adult   Basic   Education

During   the  70's,   a  significant   growth   in   the  concept  of  adult

education  occurred.      In   the   past,   knowledge  acquisition  was   popularly

thought   to  end  with  one's  years   of   formal   schooling.     However,   the

emergence  of  continuing  education  courses   and   the  discovery  that   learning

takes   place  during  adulthood  has   spurred  on   the  growth  of  adult  education.

The  growth  of  adult  basic  education  programs   has   caused  educators   to

examine  the  teaching-learning  process  of  the  adult  and   to  consider  the

possibility   that  many  of  the   individuals   returning  experienced   some

difficulty  while   in   school.     Adult   educators   are  now  experiencing  a

different   population   that   is   demanding  educational   services   they  are  un-

prepared  or   underprepared   to  deal   with.

According   to  a   1970   census   in   North   Carolina,   there   are   1,628,322

adults   twenty-five  years  of  age  and  older  who  have  completed   less   than

eight  years   of  schooling.      In   South   Carolina   there  are  an  estimated

798,556  adults   twenty-five  years  of  age  or  older  with   less   than  a  high
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school   education   (1970   Census}.     Many  of  th.es,e  adults  are  unable  to   read

street  signs,1abels,  j.ob  directions  or  newspapers;   they.  are  unable  to

fill   out  j.ob  applicati`ons  or  questionnaires;   nor  can   they  read  and

comprehend   leases,  contracts  or  take  tes`ts.     Some  of  the  adults  who  en-

roll   in  ABE   programs   do  not   know  how  to  write   their   names,   let  alone  the

names  of  their  childreh;   they  are  unable  to  write  grocery   lists,   count

money`  or  budget   their  pay.     These  people   face.  a   life  of  chronic  and

persistent  difficulty  because  they  do  not  have  the  necessary  tools  to

help  them  cope  effectively  with   the  day-to-day  problems   of   living.     Many

of  the  adults   and   pos.sibly  many  of  their  children  will   be  among   the   un-

employed  and   underemployed,   costing  the  public   untold   amounts   of  money

in   the   form  of  welfare  and   unemployment.

Thus   there   is   an   increasing  need   for  adult  basic  education  classes

and   simuar   instruction   to  be  made  available   to   this   populatiQn.     The

other  consideration   is   the   increas.i.ng   need   for   instructors  of  such

classes   to  be   trained   in  an  area   relevant   to  this   population.

The  orientation   to   learning   for  the  adult  assumes  a  different

perspective  from  that  of  the  school-,aged  child.     Thus   teacher  prepara-

ti`on  must  address   itself  to  the  needs  of  the  adult.

The   task  of  adult   education  must   reflect   and   include
the  concepts   that   as   an   i.ndividual   matures',   his   needs
and  capacity   to  be  self-directi.ng,   to  utilize  his
experience   in   learning,   to   I.dentify  his   own   readiness
to   learn,   and   to  organize  hi`s   learning  around   life
problems,   increases   steadily   from  infancy  to  pre-
adolescence,   and   then   increasingly   rapidly   during
adolescence   and   into  adulthood.      (Knowles.1975).

[n   reviewing   the  Adult   Basic  Education   teacher  competencies,   the

emphasis   appears   to  be  directed   toward  skill   attainment  without   regard

to   individual   personal   needs.      In  many  programs,   it   is   stated   that   the

individual's   met   and   unmet   needs   must   be   considered   and   yet   a   review  of
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existing  curriculum  approaches   in   use   in  ABE   programs   does   not   indicate

that   the  programs   are  necessarHy`  moving   in   that   direction.     Existing

material   is   unmotivating  and  often   irrelevant.

One   reason  may  be  due  to  the   fact   that  ABE   teachers  have   received

little  or  no   instruction   in  adult   basic  education   (Jordan,1973).

The  teachers   come   from  different   di.sciplines  such   as   English,   sociology,

and   psychology.     Their   know.ledge  base   i.s   not   in   reading  or  special

educat i on .

What   doesL   the  ABE   student   perceive  as   necessary   teacher  qualities?

Jordan     (1973)   researched   the  student  aspect  of  teacher  competency.     The

study   revealed   that   the  students  wanted  a   teacher  who  would:

I)      understand   the  problem  of  an   undereducated   adult,

2)     assist   them   in   lessons,

3)      not   embarrass   them  when   they.  make   a   mistake,   and

4)     provide   feedback  about   progress.

In   the  same  study,   the  students   felt   free   to  discuss   problems  with

their  teachers.     Three  of  the   four  suggestions   related  specifically   to

individual   affect  or  emotion,   not   to  actual   teaching  skiH.     The  mature

student   requires  more  of  the  affective  or   interpersonal   relationship

abHity  of  a   teacher   than   does   the  young   child.     The   ins.tructor   n.eeds   to

understand  and  appreciate   the  years   of  experience  and  background  of

the  adult   student.

Many  of   the   competencies   and   programs   reviewed  did   not   address   the

issue  of  the  adult   learner   nor  did   information   reviewed   specificaHy

address   the   affective   competencies   required   in  working  with   the  mildly

learning   impaired   adult.

Adult   Learner  Self-Conce
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When  dealing  with  self-concept--whether  the   learner
is  of  elementary  age,   an  adolescent,  or  an  adult--
we  shift  the  focus   from  the  specific  task  to  feeli.ngs
of   'success'   or   'faHure';   and  the  teacher  should  be
aware  that  his   response   (success  or  failure)   is   inter-
nalized,  and  expands   to  color  the   learner's   feelings  about
other  assignments   (Lawren   fHms,1975).

The   internalizing  of   intrinsic   rewards  or   lack  of   rewards   has   a  defi.nite

effect  on  the   learner's  self-concept.     The  most  devastating  feeling

about  oneself   is   failure.     Continual   lack  of  success  causes   feel?ngs  of

inadequacy   and   inferiority.      The   adult  with  mild   learning   Tmpairments   is

keenly  aware  of  his   deficit   and  wi.1l   go  to  great   lengths   to  disguise

and   compensate   for   his   learning   disabi.]ity.      Due   to   the   individual's

sensitivity   to  his   handicap,   he  overreacts   to   failure   (Behrmann,1979),

no  matter  how  minute.

Numerous   studies   indicate   the   basic   problem  of   learning   disabled

adults   relates   to  their   inabHity  to   read,   and/or   language   related

difficulties   as   the  central   problem   (Deshler,   Lenkowsky,   Saposnek,

Sabatino,   and  Wiederholt).      [t   is   a   cause  of   tension   and   emotional

dis-tance   (Lenknowsky  and   Saposnek,1978) ,   defensive  behaviors.   chronic

frus.tration  and   lowered  self-esteem.     Poor  self-concept   is   a  direct   result

of  difficulty   in  communication  and   failure   in  school.     The   frust;ation

that   learning  disabled  adults   experience   relates   to  their   inabHity  to

read  at   a   level   commensurate  wi`th   thei.r   perceived   intellectual   ability

(Kirk   and   Elkin,1974).      With   the   true   learning   disabled   adult   the

reading  disability   is   a   function  of  their  difficulty   in   language  com-

prehension.     According   to  Wiederholt,   two  views   of   the   reading   process

are  held  which   directly   relate   to  the   learning   disabled  student:

I)      reading   is   a   secondary   process  which   builds   on   language
comprehension;   and
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2)      reading  and   language  are  developed  simultaneously
or  paraHel   to  each  other.

EssentiaHy  the  concept  of  the   reading-language-thinking  triad   (Brown,

Wiederholt   and   Hammiu,   ]978)    i.s   considered   to  be  an   indispensable   part

of  the  total   reading  skill   concept.     Therefore  an   individual   who  has   not

been  exposed  or  does   not   understand   the  nature  of   reading,   language

and   thinking  as   a  basis   for  acquiring   information  becomes   lost.

The  adult  who   returns   to  school   to  upgrade  his   basic  skiHs   has

experienced   the  aggravati`on   and  humiliation  of  not  being  able   to  perform

academically.     His   self-concept  or  self-image   is   not  necessarily  positive

or  strong,  contrary  to  studi.es  on  the  adult  self-concept.     According  to

Warren  Thompson,   self-esteem   increas`es  with  age.     This   may  be   true  of  the

indivi`dual   whose   failures  were  not   related  or  did   not   interfere  wi`th   his

coping  wi.th   society's   demands.

Stauffer,   Pikulski   and  Abrams   suggest  a   reading  deficiency  effects

an   i`ndividual 's   ego  development  which   in   turn  has   direct   implications   on

the  self-concept.     They  suggest   three   learning  characteristics  which

have  a  direct   impact  on  ego  development  and   reading'  achievement:

I)     perception  and  concept   formation  difficulty
causes   problems   in   generalizing  and   transferring
ideas   and  concepts;

2)      inadequate   impulse  control   or  control   of   ideas
and   feelings;

3)     defensive  maneuvering  on   the  part  of  the  ego   in
coping  wi'th   the  anxiety  brought  on  by   the   intense
feelings   of   inadequacy  and  defectiveness   (Stauffer,   et  al.,
978) .

The  difficulty  stems   from  an   insult   to  the  central   nervous   system

(Stauffer  et   al.,1978).     The   individual   senses   a   severe   threat   to   the

integrity  of  his/her  organism.     He/she   feels   helpless   in   the   face  of

his/her  handicap.     As   a   result,   he/she  tends   either  to  be  more  aggressive,
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more   hostile  or  sometimes  withdrawn.     They  may  also  become  highly  ego-

centric  and  show  feelings  of  omnipotence,  which  of  course,   represents

their  defense  against  a  str6ng  feeling  of  defectiveness   (Stauffer,

978) .

Thompson  also  stated  that  older  students   report  more  positive

feelings   but  also  show  a  higher  tendency   for  denial.      It   is   this   denial,

possibly  a  defensive  attitude,  which  becomes  a  bar+ier  to  successful

learning.     Working   through   these   feeli`ngs   is   a  much   more  complex   issue

for  an   individual   who  has   become  a   master   in   utHizing   his   defense

mechanisms.     The   fact   that   denial   of  one's   faults   increases  with  age

suggests   the  possibHity  that   the   i.ncrease   in   reported  self-satisfaction

may  have  been  a   function  of  denial   rather   than  an  actual   increase   in

_i sedf-esteem   (Thompson,1972).

The   learning  disabled  adult   self-concept   has   been  depres`sed  due  to

academic  and/or  social   inadequacy  he  has   experienced.      Robert  Weber's

Handbook  on   Learn ing   Disabili.ties   cites numerous   examples   of   learning

disabled  adults'   frustration  and  determination   to  pursue  academic  areas

where   they  have  met   continual   faHure.     Undoubtedly,   the  sense  of  fail-

ure  has   an   impact  on   the  self-concept  and   the   individual's  sense  of

accompl i shment .

Gertrude  Webb,   associate  professor  at   Curry  CoHege,   directs   a

learning  center   for   learning   disabled  college   bound   youth.      She  main-

tains   that:

Academic  success  or   failure  seems   to  be   rooted
as   deeply   in  concepts   of  self  as   it   is   in  measured
iTtental   ability,   because   feeling   good   about   ones
self  aHows   one   to  act,   to  adj.ust,   to  do  more   than
merely   respond   to  a   stimulus.      It   gives   one   the
freedom  to  take   the  next  step.     Conversely,   a
pcor  self-image  absorbs   one's   psychic   energy  and
prevents   one   from  moving   into  a   new  area   of   learning   (Weber,1974).
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ln  other  words,   learning   disabled   individuals   become   caught   up   in  a

self-perpetuating  cycle  of  failure.      |t   is   thi.s  cycle  of  perce.ived

faHure  that  the  teacher  of  the  mildly  handicapped  or   learning  disabled

adult  must  break  before  academic  silccess   can  be  accomplished.     The

fouowing   verse  by  Alexander  Dumas   Hlustrates   the   learning  disabled

adult.s   problem:

A  person  who  doubtsL   himself
ts   like  a  man
Who  enlists   in   the   ranks  of  his   enemies
And  bears   arms   against   himself,
He  makes   his   failure  certain  by  himself
Being  the  first  person  to  be  convinced  of   it.

A  study  by  Schwartz   Hlustrates  the  deep   rooted  sense  of  failure

related  to  academic  performance.     The  study   involved  an  adult  with  a

spelli.ng  difficulty.     According   to  Schwartz   the   individual's   neurosis

was  directly   related   to  his   anxiety  concerning  any   recognition  of  gaps

of  knowledge  and  his   fearing   intensely  any   revelation  of  the  deficit.

The  client   stated  his   perception  of  his   learning  handicap  as   ''a  word

misspeued  by  ourselves   causes   shame,   one  misspelled  word  by  another

causes  a   feeling  of  scorn."    The   intense  fear  of   revealing  an  academic

deficit   is  often  observed   in  adult   non-readers   as  weH.     As   a   result  of

the  discovery  of  the  basis  of  the  neurosis,   Schwartz   recommended   learning

therapy.     However,   the  client  did  not  pursue  the  therapy  because   it   in-

volved  drill   as   a  maj.or  component  of   instruction   in  addition   to  phonetic

and  auditory  analysis   of  words.     The  client   thought   this   approach  was

demeaning.      Schwartz   believed   the   individual   to  have  a   psychoneurotic

disability   related   to  his   learning   problem.     This   study   revealed  signif-

icant   implications   in  working  with   adults.      Primary  consideration   to  be

taken   in  working  with   adults   is   the   necessity   to  spend  considerable   time

in  some  type  of  supportive  or  psychotherapy  before  attacking   the  problem
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(Schwartz,1976).

This   study.  also  demonstrates   the   importance  of  early   recognition

of  and   intervention  of  a  disability  and   its   relationship  to  the  developing

self-concept.     The   revealing  aspect  of  the  study  was   the  implication  of

a   learning  disability  on  the  total   person.      In  other  words,   the  spelling

problem  was   not   the  only   issue   involved.     As   demonstrated,   the  client

literaHy   reorganized  his   life,   job,   social   activities,   familial   inter-

relationshi.ps   and   self-image.     This   causes   the   learning  disabled  adult

to  be  misunderstood  and  maligned  as   a   result  of  his   learning  disability

(Cox,1977;   Schwartz,1974).

Many   learning   disabled  adults   are  either   underemployed  or   unemployed

and  are  basicauy  socially  competent   rather  than  sociauy   incompetent

(Deshler,1978).     Thus   the  emotional   or   psychological   impact  of  a   long

term   learning  disability  may  cause  a   shift   in   the   life  pattern  of  an

individual.     Again,   evidence  of   the   indivi.dual   utili.zing  his   defenses

and   peer   relationships   to  disguise  his   identity  may  be   noted.     There

have  been  several   studies   done  on  prison   populations   involving  the

juvenile   delinquent   and   youth   units.     One  study   from  Rhode   Island,

under  the  direction  of  AHen   Berman,   revealed  a   high   incidence  of

learning  disabilities   among   the  I.uvenile   population.     However   the   type  of

learning  disability   needs   to  be   further   investigated.      In  other  words,

are   these  studies   discovering   ''hard   core"   LD  or   individuals  who  are

learning  disabled   due   to   lack  of  adequate  academic  and   social   skiHs.

Without  basic  skills,   the   individual    is   forced   to  develop  compensatory

skills   in  order  to  cope.     Often   times   the  skHls   are  not   necessarily

socially  accepted   skills.

Rouche,   a   leader   in   developmental   education,   succinctly   sums   up   the
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special   adult   as  a:

hesitant,   conservative   low-achiever  with
serious  self-doubt,   lack  of  confidence,   poor
mental   health  and  motivation  too   low  to  detect.
He  asks   to  be  taught  but  doesn`t   reaHy  believe
`he  can   learn,   because  he  has  experienced  a   life-
time  of  academic  failure.     While  he  aspires   to  self-
actualization,   he  believes  he  will   fail   again
(MCKoski   and   Vukovich,1979).

Instruction  of  the  adult   handicapped  must  center  primarily  on

adult  needs  and  not  on  content  to  be  taught.     Once  the   instructor-

student   relationship   is  established,   the  content  wiH   be  much  easier  to

teach.     However,   establishing  a  positive   instructor   relationship  must

begin  with  a  willingness  of  both  parties   to   respect  each  other.     The

respect  must  be  one  of  trust  and  honesty;   not   fear  and  distrust.     Most

instructors   have  been   through  a  program  of  study  which  stressed  content

acquisition  without   regard   for  personal   needs.     Research  has   indicated

that  most   teachers  were  evaluated  on  what   they   taught   and   not  on  how

they  taught  and  how  they   interacted   in  the   learning   process.     Programs

of  study   showing  a   great  deal   of  pupil   growth  are   those  emphasizing   the

personal/affective  approach  to   learning   rather  than  the  content  oriented

approach   (Combs,   Rogers,   Henderson,   Schwartz).

Chapter  2

AFFECTIVE    COMPETENC[ES

During   the   late  sixties   and  early  seventies   there  was  a  great  deal

of   information  and  concern   regarding  affective  education.     This  was   a

result  of  the  depersonalizing  of  education   that  evolved  as  a  part  of  the

arms  and  education   race.     The   impact  of  the  Sputnik    space  shot  affected

education  by   forcing  curriculum  to  become  more  scientifically  and  math-

ematically  oriented.     Unfortunately,   educators   interpreted  the  new

educational   thrust  as   becoming  more   impersonal   and  efficient   in   presenta-

tion,   disregarding   the   individual   or  humane  component  of  the   teaching-

Iearning  process.     As   a   result,   by   the   late  sixties   students  and   teachers

were  experiencing  a   lack  of  "personalized"   instruction.     Consequently,

teacher  preparation  programs   and  education.al   theorists   began   looking  at

the  humanistic   process   of   teacher  education   (Knowles,1973;   Combs,1970;

Jersild,1955;   Cross,1977;   and   others).

Teacher  preparation   programs  were   viewed  as   "grossly   inadequate   to

produce  teachers   adequate   to   the   task  of  humanizing  education''

(Henderson,1972).      Combs    (1970}    states:

We  have   long   been  concerned  with   improving   the
competence  of  teachers,   defined  as  what   they
know  and   how   they   perform.     The   teacher  as   a
person,   however,   has   been   given   comparatively
little  attention  and  most   teacher  education
programs,   even  when   they  must   be   concerned  with
these  matters,   are  woefuHy   inadequate  to  deal
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with   them   {Henderson,1972).

Jersild   (1955)   describes   the  process  of  humanizing   education  as   begin-

ning   in  the  preparation  of  teachers.     He  states:

The   teacher's   understanding  and  acceptance  of
himself   is   the  most   important   requirement   in  any.
effort  he  makes  to  help  students   to  know  thenr
selves  and  to  gain  healthy  atti`tudes  of  self-
acceptance   (Henderson,1972).

Greenberg   {1969)   supports   Jersild's   position  but   emphasizes   the   impor-

tance  of  producing  ''alive  and   feeling  teachers.''

No  matter  how  much   emphasis   is   placed  on   such
other  qualities   in   teaching  as  educational   technique,
technology,   equipment  or  buildings,   the  humanity  of  the
teacher   is  the  vital   ingredient   if  the  children  are
to  learn.     Exploration  of  the  full   range  and  depth  of  the
feelings  of  teachers   enhances   our  understanding  of
this   basic   ingredient   (Henderson,1972).

Thus   teacher  preparation  needs   to  address  the  "personal"  component  of

instruction.     The  program  should   incorporate  acquisition  of  knowledge

and  self`knowledge.     Biber   (1963)   reiterates  the  concept  of  acquisition

of  knowledge  and  self-knowledge   in  hi.s   statement:

Only   through   a   dynamic   process   can   the   knowledge
and  self-knowledge  of  a  student   teacher  be  brought
to  the  viable  condition  necessary   for  enacting
the  role  of  the  teacher  with  effectiveness,   depth
and   satisfaction   {Henderson,1972).

Most   student   teachers  are  unable  to  express   themselves   in  an  open  and

honest  way   because   the  "system''  stifles   that   process.      In  a   seminar

conducted   by   LleweHyn  and   Cahoun   (1965)      on   professional   education,

the  student   teachers   expressed  concern  over   their   "lack  of  confidence

in   their  ability   to  explore   their   feelings   and   distrusted   their  capacity

for  coping  with   the  honest   expression  of  pupils''   (Henderson,1972).

This   holds   true   for   the   student   teachers   in   special   education  as  well.

It   is   not   unusual   for  a   student   teacher  to  be   stymied   by   the  need  and

process   of  open  and  honest   communication   involved   in   the  teaching-

1earning   process.

Goal   of  Teacher   Education
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The  goal   of  teacher  preparation   is   to  provide  the  theory  and

opportunity   to  develop   teaching   skius   based  on   theories.     Smith   (197])

suggests   teacher  education   programs   should   provide:

I)      training   in   skHls,

2)     teaching  of  pedagogical   concepts   and   principles,

3)     development  of   relevant  attitudes,   and

4)     teaching  various   subject  matters.

Johnson  and   Seagu]I    (1968)   propose  the   following  concepts   as   be-

havioral   skills  of  the  affective  person/teacher.     These  should  be  an

integral   part  of  the  goals  and  process  of  teacher  preparation.

I)     awareness  of  self

2)     awareness  of  the  process  of  relating  to  people
and   the  enj.oyment

3)      taking   interpersonal    interests   involved   in  being
creative  and   independent

4)      learning   to  be   flexible

5)      learning   to  communicate   needs   and   desires   unambiguously
rather   than  engaging   in  manipulative  or  defensive
behavior

6)      committment   to  and   involvement   in   the   process   of   learning

7)      learning   to   solve   problems   through   discussions,
so  structured   that   solving   the   issue   is   prompt
and   evaluation   of   the  discussion   is   minimal    (Johnson
and   SeaguH,1968).

IdeaHy   the  competent   teacher  would  be  one  who   implements   effective

teaching  strategies   and   applies   learned   theories  and/or  skiHs   to   the
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instructional   setting.     ultimately,   the  good  teacher  should  be  the

finished  product.

The  "good  teacher"   is  an  effective  teacher.     Teacher  effectiveness

incorporates  different  atti.tudes  and  aptitudes.     Combs,   et  al.,   define

the  concept  of  the  good  teacher  as:

possessing   s.omething   intensely  and   personally  his   own.
Artists   someti.mes   caTl   this   'the  discovery  of  one's   personal
idiom.'     The  effective   teacher   is   a   unique  human  being
who  has   learned   to  use  himself  effectively  and  efficiently
to  carry  out  his   own   and  soci.etyts   purpos`es   in   the
education   of  others    (Combs,   Blume,   Newman,   and   Wass,1977).

The  most  elusive   topic   in  education   ts  who   i`s   the  good   teacher?

What  constitutes  good  teaching,  what  are  the  qualities  of  a  good   teacher?

Basica]1y   there  are   four  dimensi`ons   to  be  considered   in   the  effective

or  good  teacher:

I)     personal   characteristics,

2)      instructional   procedures   and   interaction   styles,

3}     perceptions  of  self,   and

4)      percepti`ons   of  others   (Hamachek,1969).

Teacher  preparation  programs   primarily   teach   instructional   procedures;

the  other  dimensions   are   left   up   to   the   indi`vidual.     Yet   there  have  been

several   studies   done  which   indicate   that   the   personal   characterist.ics,

self-perceptions,   and   perceptions  of  others   has   a  direct   influence  on

teacher  effectiveness.

Teacher  effectiveness   is   directly   related   to  teacher  affect.

According   to  Wiederholt   (1978),   there  has   been   no  attempt

to  specify   personality  or  attitude  variables   th.at
contribute   to  effective  teaching.     These  variable.s
might   include   the  abilities   to  establish   rapport,
flexibility,   and   adaptability,   recognizing   the   need
for  continuous   self-evaluation,   and   to  communicate
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effectively  with  students,   teachers,   counselors.
administrators   and   parents   (Mann,   Goodman  and
Wiederholt,1978).

The   issue  surrounds   the  task  of  developing  a  universal   process  of

evaluation  of  the  teaching  process.     `'Despite  aH   our  efforts,  we

apparently  have  no  generaHy  accepted  conceptual   system,   psychological

or  otherwise,  by  which  either  to  fomulate  or  to  identify  the  skius

of   teaching"   (Smith,1971}.

The  task  of  specifying   instructional   competencies   to  be   fulfiHed

as   part  of  the  teacher  preparation  program  for  the  mildly  handicapped

child   presents   challenges   unique   in   itself.     However,   there   is   not

avai-Iable  a   list  of  competencies   for  the   teacher  of  the  mildly  handi-

capped  or   learning   impaired  adult.     The   task  of  developing   such   a

list  would  have  to  be  designed  around   those  areas  of  needs   seen   in  the

handicapped  chHd  and  adapted   to  meet   the  needs  of  the  adult.     The

primary  area  of  concern   in  this  study   is   the  affective  competenctes

which  are  considered  critical   to  the  teaching-learning  process   tRogers,

Combs,   Henderson,   Greenberg,   and   Knowles).     There   is   very   litt]e   infor-

mation  available  on  objective  measures  of  evaluating  a   teacher`s

affective  competencies   because   it   involves   the  humanistic  aapect  of

i nst ruct i on .

The  humane  qualities  we  seek   in  education,   such  as
positive  self-concept,   feelings  of   identification,   re-
sponsibility,   openness   to  experiences,   adaptability,
creativity,   effective  human   relationships   are,like
any  other  behavior,   outcomes   of   personal   meaning;   and
it   is   here   that  we  need   to   look   for  answers   to  our  problems
of  accountability   (Combs,1955).

If  the  primary  goal   of  teacher  education   is   to  facilitate   the

process  of  becoming  a   self-actualized   teacher,   then   the  process   of

education   is   not   a  clear  cut   learning   process   but  an   integrated
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activity   including  several   different  experiences.     Combs   (1955)   defines

the  self-actualized   individual   as,  being

I)      well    informed,

2)     having  a  positive  self-concept,

3)     open  to  their  own  experiences.   and

4)     possessed  of  deep  feelings  of   identification  with  others.

If  this   is   true,   then  the  teacher  of  prospective  teachers   should

possess   the  four  characteristics  outlined  by   Combs,   as  well.

The  effective  teacher   is  a  discriminating  agent  of  change--select-

ing  the  appropriate  and  discarding  the   inappropriate.

If  a   teacher   is  emotionally  secure  enough   to  be
honest  with  himself  about   his   imperfections   and
thus   to  allow  some   preconscious   feelings   to  be
recognized   .    .    .   he  wiH   find   some   pupHs   he  much
prefers   to  others,  and  that  at  times  he  actuaHy
dislikes   some  of  his   pupils.     The  assumption  of
most   people   in  mental   health   is   that   awareness  and
self-acknowledgement  of  bias   helps   one  to  correct
for   it  and   that   such   awareness   may   be  enhanced  by
means   of  skiHed   supervision   during   early   teaching
experiences    (Goethals,1962;   Henderson,1972).

Prospective  teachers  must  not  be  afraid  of  facing  self-truths,

particularly  the   teacher  of  the  handicapped.     They  must   feel   confident

enough   to  explore  their   feelings;   it   is   the   rare   twenty-one  year  old

who  has   developed   this   capability.     The  ability   to  accept  one's   h6nest

feelings   is   an   indication  of  maturity   and   identity  whi..ch  does   not

automaticaHy   come  with   college  graduation   (Beal,1977}.      Part   of  the

problem   lies   in   the  structure  of  the  curriculum  of  colleges   and   uni-

versities  which   require  automatic   regurgitation  of   information,   the

intense  pressures   students   place  on   themselves   for  grades   (and  not   the

understanding   of  material)   and   pressure   to   perform  and   the   unquestioning

attitude  of  many  students.      If  the  goal   of  teacher  preparation   is   the
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development  of  self-actualized   individuals, then  coHeges   and   universities

must  exami.ne   their  goals   and  methods  of  teacher  preparation.     Teacher

training  must  pronrote  acceptance,   enlarge  perceptions,   and  personal   self-

adequacy   (KeHough,1968).     Most   teacher  preparation   programs   do  not

require   individual   students   to  examine  their  motives   for  teaching,

besides   getting  a  job.

The  teacher  of  the  handicapped  must  be  able  to   reach  out  and  nurture

th.e  self-confidence  of  the   individual.     Technical   skills   of  diagnostic-

prescriptive  teaching  do  not  necessarily  answer  the  problems  of  educat-

ing   the  mildly  handicapped.     The  ability   to   relate   to   the   individual

student   in  a  non-threatening  and   reinforcing  manner   is   critical   to  the

teaching-learning  process   and   its   ultimate  success.      It   is   far  easier

to  be  enthusiastic  and   reinforcing  with  a  six  year  old   than  a  sixteen

year  old  or  a   twenty-six  year  old   individual.     The   teacher  preparation

programs   in  special   education  generaHy  prepare  teachers   in   instruction-

al   procedures   for  the  elementary  and  pre-school   aged  handicapped  even

though   the   teaching  certificate  qualifies   the   teacher   for  K-12.

There   is   an   increasing  demand   for  secondary  and   post-secondary

teachers   of  the  handicapped.     The   problems   facing  administrators   of  the

secondary  and   post-secondary   level   are  numerous.     However   the   primary

concern  appears   not   to  be  what   to  teach   this   population  but  how  to  teach

the   handicapped.      The   ''how   to"  deals  with   not   only   curriculum  modifica-

tion  but   discipline   procedures.      Inherent   in   "discipline''   is   how   the

teacher   relates   to  the  student,   the   learning  environment   that   is   created

and   the   resulting   response  of  the  student   to  that  environment.

The  secondary-post-secondary  student   falls   into  the  category,

appropriately   labeled   by   Malcolm  Knowles    (1973)   as   the   neglected   Species.

Although   Knowles  was   referring   to  the  adult   learner,   the  concept   may
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be  applied   to  the  adult  handicapped  as  weu.     Society  seems   to  want   to

forget  that  this  segment  of  society  still   exists.     The  adult  handicapped

deserves   the   respect   given  a   "non-handi.capped"   individual.     Teaching   the

adult  handicapped   requires  more  of  a  counseling  approach,   requiring  the

instructor  to  utilize  more  than  simply  a   lecture  method  approach   to

teaching.     The   instructor   finds   he  mus.t   use  more  of  a  personalized

approach,   incorporating   the  student's   needs  and  aspirations   into  the

curriculum  structure.     However,   in  order  for  a  teacher  to  be  able  to

instruct   in   this  way,   it   is   critical   that  he  be  taught  how  to  teach

adults   in  a  manner  conducive   to  such   instruction.     Again,   this   requires

colleges   and   universities   to  examine   their  approach   to  teacher  education.

Johnson   and   Seagull    (1968)   maintain   that   teacher  education   should

concentrate  more  on  the  affect  and.  its   relationship  to  the  process  of

instruction.     They  suggest   the   followi.ng   to  be  considered  as   suggestions

for  the   improvement  of  teacher  educati`on:

I)     Prospective  teachers   should  be  helped   to  deal
with  emotions--their  own   first,   and   then  those
of  others;

2)     Training  must  encourage  creativity  and  experimentation,
while  tolerating   false  starts  and  mistakes;

3)     Teacher  education  must  emphasize   that   both   the
technical   and   emotional   process   of   teaching  and   learhing
are  as   important  as.  the  course  content;

4)      Regular,   nonevaluative,   non-judgmental   discussi.ons
about   the  basic   issues  of   life  that  affect   teaching
should   be  held;

5)     Teachers   must   learn   that   enj.oyment  of   learning   is
crucial    in   real   education;   and

6)      Supervision   should   be  an  enabling  process   rather  than  a
process   characterized  by   formal   authorative  direction
(Johnson   and   Seagull,1968).

In   summation,   "mental   health   processes   and   skiHs   must   be   taught
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in   school ,   j.ust   as   reading  and  math  are''   (Johnson   and   Seagull ,1968) .

Teacher  preparation  programs  should  direct  themselves   to  the  preparation

of  the  total   person,   not  j.ust   instruments   that  will   deliver  knowledge.

Teacher-Learner   Relationship

Before  defining  the  affective  competencies   involved   in  teaching

the  mildly  handicapped  adult,   the  teacher-learner   relationship  must  be

delineated.      If  one  accepts   Rogers`   theory  about   the  process  of  teaching,

the  concept  becomes  a  human  process  of  communication  and   facuitation.

As   Rogers   states,   'We  cannot   teach  another  person  directly;  we  can  only

facilitate  hi.s   learning."    The  teacher  figure  encourages   growth  and

development   by  creating  an  atmosphere  conducive   to   inquiry  and   learning.

Growth   takes   place  when   the  next  step   is   subjectively
more  delightful,   more  joyous,   more   intrinsically  satis-
fying   than   the  previous   gratification  with  which  we  have
become   familiar  and  even  bored;   that   the  only  way  we  can
ever  know  that   it   is   right   for  us   is   it   feels  better
subjectively  than  any  other  alternative.     The  new  exper-
ience  validates   itself  rather  than  by  any  outside
criterion   (Maslow,1972;   Knowles,1973).

This   type  of   reaction  or  feeling  should  be  a  goal   of  the  teacher  of  the

adult.     As   the  self-concept   is   positively   reinforced   through  "feeling

good"  about  what  has   been  accomplished,   the   thirst   for  more   incre`ases.

The  adult   learner,  whose  thirst   for   learning  may  have  been  stifled

or   redirected,organizes   his   learning  about   personany   relevant  subjects.

He  sees   learning  a   task  as   a  way   to  gain  confidence  and   to  develop  and

refi.ne  a   skill   necessary   to  his   survival.     Tied   up   in   the  complexity  of

his   educational   needs   is   his   self-esteem  which   lies   at   the  core.      In

fact   the  desire   to  better  himself  by  acquiring   the  needed  skHl   is   the

motivating   force.     The  mildly   handicapped  adult   has   the  same  aspirations.
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The  community  colleges   have  an  unidentified  but   unquestionably   large

proportion  of   individuals  with   learning   impairments  enroued   in  courses

(Mr.   Win.   Scarborough,    Interview).     These  same   individuals  will   repeat

courses  until   they  earn  an  acceptable  grade.     The  greatest  handicap  the

mildly  handicapped  adult   faces,   in  this   instance,   is   the   i.nstructor  who

is  either  unaware,   does   not  care,   or  cares  but  does  not  know  how  to

assist  the  student.

The  mildly  handicapped   adult's   relationship  with   the   instructor   is

critical   to  the  success  of  his   learning.     The  teacher  of  the  mildly  hand-

icapped  must  possess   some  of  the   Rogerian   facilitation  skiHs.     Rogers

(1969)   maintains   that  one  of  the  most  ''effective  means  yet   discovered

for  facilitating  constructive   learning,.  growth  and  change   is   the   inten-

sive  group  experience..I     This   may  be   true   for  the  ''normal"  population,

but   sensitivity   training   for   the  mildly  handicapped   is   not   advised  due

to  the  emoti.onal   or  psychological   traumas   they  have  already  experienced.

However,   sensitivity  training  of  teachers   and  parents  of  the  handicapped

may  help  to  expand  their  awareness  of  the  degree,   scope,   and  effect  a

handicap   may   have   on   the   individual's   daily   living   (Dr.   Win.   Wiener,

Interview).     Rogers   (1969)   lists   five  outcomes  of  sensitivi`ty   training

which  have  a  direct   bearing  on   an   individual  ls   ability   to   relate   to  and

understand   the  handicapped   individual.      (The  outcomes  of  the  sensitivity

training   for  teachers  of  non-handicapped   is   supported  by   Rogers'   research.)

1)     Teachers  will   be   more  able   to   listen   to  students,
especiaHy  to  the  feelings  of  students.

2)     Teachers  will   be  able   to  accept   the   innovative,
challenging,   creative   ideas  which   emerge   in   students,
rather  than   reacting  to  these  threats  by   insisting
on  conformity.

3)     Teachers  will   tend   to  pay  as   much  attention   to  their
relation;hips  with   their  students   as   to  the  content
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of  the  material   of  the  course.      (This   is
extremely  critical   in  the  teaching  of  the
hand i capped . )

4)     Teachers  will   be  lrore   likely  to  work  out   inter-
personal   frictions   and   problems  with  students
rather  than  dealing  with  such   issues   in  a  disciplinary
or  punitive  manner.

5)     Teachers  will   develop  a  more  equalitarian  atmosphere
in  the  classroom  conducive  to  spontaneity,   to  creative
thinking,   to   independent  and  self-directed  work.

6)     Sensitivity   to   the  handicapping  condition  will
enable  the  teacher  to  understand  the  effect  a
specific  handicap  may  have  on   learning  and  conse-
quently   the   learning  style.

The  successful   teacher-learner   relationship  of  the  handicapped

student   is   an   intense   relationship   requiring  a   certain   level  .of   involve-

ment   from  both   parties.      Inherent   in   the   relationship   is   the   respect  of

the  teacher  and  student   for  each  other.     The  affective  teacher  establishes

a   rapport   and   line  of  communication   that   tunes   in  to  the  student's   verbal

and  nonverbal   language.     The   rapport  permits   the   teacher  to  pick  up

subtle  cues  of  behavior  which  have  direct  and/or   indirect  effect  on

I ea rn i ng .

The  affective  teacher  creates   a  unique  classroom  that  cannot  be:

established  by  decree   .   .   .    It  cannot   come   into
reality  after  two  or  three  district  wide  meetings
.    .    .    It   comes   into  being   only   under   the   guidance
of  an  educator  who   is  a   respector  and  acceptor  of
the  student   in  all   of  his   uniqueness   .    .    .   An
educator  who   is   non-threatening  and  non-threatened,
open,   loving,   sharing  of  himself,   rejecting  the
traditional   attitudes  which  so  frequently   restrict
the  adult   to   role   playing,   rather  than  educating   .   .    .
Such  an  educator  cannot  be  prepared   until   the   faculty
member  of  the   training   institution  himself  possesses   the
very  qualities   he   sees   developed   in   the  student   (Beals,1977).

Beals   goes  on   to  state   the   implication  of  higher  education   trying  to

meet   the   goals   mentioned  above.     EssentiaHy   the   institutions   of  higher

education  must  examine  their  student-professor   relationships.     Those
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involved   in  higher  education  must   look  at   themselves   very  criticaHy  and

openly   if  they  wish  to  choose  to  prepare  a  "truly  open,  experiencing

educator,   one  who   is   free  of  sociaHy   imposed  attitudes   .   .   .   Such

self-analysis   can  be  painful"   (Beals,1977).     Beals   (1977)   not  only

addresses`   the   individual   professor  but   university  programs  as  well.     He

states   that  ''close  examination  and  constructi`ve  evaluation  and  criticism

of  an  established  program  of  study  can  cause  conflict  and   instability."

However  these  are  natural   reacti'ons  to  change  of  a   'comfortable'

Program.

The  affective  teacher-learner  relati.onship  defies  a  set  definttton.

Creame\r   and   Gilmore   (19.74]   attempt   to  define   the  humanistic   perspective

in  education  which   incorporates  the  affective  concept.

There   is  no  clear  designation   for   this   approach.
It   is  concerned  with  the  psychological   or  emotional
atmosphere  of  the   classroom.      |t   conceives  of  teachi.ng
as  essentiaHy  a   good   human   relations`hip.     But   it
also  goes  beyond   this   fn  not   restricting   its  concern
to  cognitive   learntng  as   a   goal   of  education.      It   i.ncludes
as  goals   the  development  of  good  attitudes   and   feelings.
[t   is   the  education  of  emotions,   the  fostering  of   .
adequate   emotional   development  as   a   le itimate  and des i rab I e
oat   of  education,   invo]ving  more   th,an   the  concern  with

affective  techniques  of  education (Patterson,1971)

The  key  to  successful   affective  teaching,   then,lies   in  the  educa-

tion  of  emotions   and   the   fostering  of  adequate  emotional   developmant.

This   requires   the  classroQm  or   ins.tructional   setting   to  be  a  warm,   real,

genuine,   exciting,   creative,   alive,   human,   dynamic   setting  and  a   con-

stant   source  of  challenge   for  students   and   teachers.     A   learning  atmos-

phere  described  above   increases   the   freedom  and  desire   to   learn.     There-

fore  everyone  should   leave   the  experience  ''at  a  higher   level   of   integrity

in   relation  to  self  and  others   than  when  they  entered.     Learning  oc-

curred   in   the  broadest   sense  of  the  word"   (Creamer  and   Gilirore,1974).
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This   concept  has   been   discussed  by   Rogers   (1969),   Leonard   (1968),   Jones

(1968),   Greenberg   (1969),   Burton   (1970)   and  Moustakes    {1966}.      However

no  one  approach   for  such  a   learning  climate  has   been  designated  due  to

its  eclectic  and  changing  nature.     The  changing  nature   is  due  to  the

varying  populations,   conditions   and   teaching   involved.     The  basic

attributes  of  such  a   learning  climate  are  an   integral   part  of  the

affective  teacher  competencies.

Another  important  aspect  of  the  teacher-student   relationship   is

communication.      Communication   is   considered  a   central    issue   in   the

"helping   re]ationship''   (Rogers,1969)   or  teaching.     There  are  two   forms

considered  part  of  the  communication  process:

1}     Personal--which   is   the  development  of  the  awareness   of

self;   and

2)      Interpersonal--which   is   the  awareness  of  others.

''Since   teaching   is   primarily   communication,   and   since   any  communication

has   its   content  and  process   levels,   improvement   in   teaching   is   related

to   improvement   in   communication  on   these   levels"   (Gorman,   1966;   Creamer

and   Gilmore,1974).     How  a   teacher  communicates   directly  affects   the

learning  climate  of  the   instructional   setting.

The  complexity  of  the   communication  process   involves   verbal   and

nonverbal   language  as  well   as   the  personal/interpersonal   components.

The  affective  teacher   is.  sensitive  to  both  components   and   utilizes   them

in   the   learning  process.     Sensitivity   is,   on   the  part  of  the   teacher,

the   "ability   to   predict  what   an   individual   will    feel,   say,   and   do  about

you,   himself,   and   others    (Henry   clay   Smith;   Creamer  and   Gilmore,    ]974).

Increased  sensitivity   to  people   (students)   on  the  part  of  the   teacher   is

generated  by  a  motivation   to  understand.     This   quality  must  be  culti-
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vated  by  being  sensitive  to  a  variety  of   inputs   from  others   through  an

openness   to  experiences   about   them   (Creamer  and   Gilmore).     The   teacher

of  the  handicapped  must  possess  or  have  the  ability  to  develop  the

communication  skHls   and  sensitive  awarenes.s  of   individuality  so

critical   to  successful   teaching  and   learning.

The  Teacher  of  the  Learning-Impaired  Adult

Teacher  preparation  must  strive  to  produce  competent   teachers.     The

competent  or  effective  teacher  cannot  be  created  but  must  possess  certain

perceptual   qualities  which  can  be  developed   through   training.      Combs

suggests   that   prospective  student   teachers   could  be  divi'ded   into  three

9 roups :

]}     Those  who  already   possess   a  considerable  measure  of
the  perceptual   qua]ities*  of  the  good  teacher.

2)     Those.  who  have  a   fair  degree  of  these  conceptual
qualities   and  who  seem  likely   to  profit   from
professional   education.

3)     Those  who  have  very   little  of  such   perceptual
organization  and  seem   likely   to  change  only  slc"ly
{Combs,   et   al.,1976).

The  three  groups  are  difficult   to  assess  obj.ectively,  and  yet

teacher  education  programs  owe   it   to  the  student   and   the  program  to

produce  competent   teachers.      Individuals  who   lack   the  perceptual

qualities   mentioned   in  the   first  group  are  not  going  to  be  successful

*Perceptual   qualities   include  sensitivity   to  other   people's   needs,
trustworthiness,   understanding  and  creativity.     The   teacher's   frame  of
reference   is   three-fold:      1)   people-things   orientation,   2)   meaning-
fact  orientation  and   3)   immediate-historical   causation--i.e.,   understands
behavior   in   terms   of   individual   current   thinking,   feelings,   beliefs
and   understanding    (Combs,   et   a].,1976).

teachers.     Therefore  their  teacher  aspirations   should  be   redirected  to

an  education   related   field  where   they  w.ill   meet  success.

Identification  of  Competencies
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The  prospective  teacher  of  the  handicapped  must  possess   the  desire

and  ability  to   relate   to  people.     The  prospective  teacher  of  the  mildly

handicapped  must  also  have  the  desire  and  the  ability  to  relate  to

people  but  on  a  much  more   intense   level.     Successful   teachers  of   the

handicapped  must  possess  effective  teacher  characteristics,   but   "even

more  so."     ln  other  words,   having   patience  and   understanding   is   a

quality  all   "good   teachers"  should  have.     The  teacher  of  the  handicapped

must  be  extremely  patient  and   understanding.     Just  as   the  qualities  of

the  teacher   role,   facilitator,   encourager,   helper,   assister,   colleague

and   friend  of  the  student  as   described   by   Rogers   and   Combs   are  critical

elements  of  a   teaching   relationship,   consider   the   implications   for   the

prospective  special   education   teacher.     Many   individuals   come   into

special   education  because   it   is  a  ''9ood   thing   to  do,''  ''the  I.obs   are

there,"  etc.     However,   many   individuals   have   no   idea  of  the  complexity

of  buHding  successful    rapport  with   a   Doun's   Syndrome,   a  brain   inj.ured,

emotionaHy  disturbed,   or   cerebral   palsied   individual.     The   Rogerian

or  Combs   concept  of  facilitator,   encourager  and   friend  becomes  an

insurmountable   task   for   some   individuals.     Therefore   it   is   imperative

that   the  prospective  special   educator  possess   the  perceptual   qualities

of  group  one   as   described   by   Combs.

The   problems   involved   in  assessing   the   affect  of  teacher  behavior

have   been   numerous   and   evasive.     The   primary   difficulty   has   been

centered  on  operationaHy  defining   the  elements   of  humanism.     According
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to  Schultz,   if  they  cannot  be  defined  then  they  must  be  caHed   into

q ues t i on .

There   is   little  doubt  about  the   importance  and  effect  of  th.e

affective  development  of  teachers  and  all   its   complexities.     The  movement

toward   CBTE  brough`t   an   interest   in  quantify`i.ng   ''humanistic  competencies"

to  be  considered  as   part  of  the  total   competency  program.     The.  complexity

ties   in  three  areas:

I)     the  process  and  content  of  affective   learning,

2)     objectives  which  require  th.e  total   self:
cogniti.ve,   affecti`ve,   and  psychomotor,   and

3)   :::s:::T,:: :e:::;::e::;C:ti:e::::rt:::a#:nand
Gilmore,1974).

These  three  areas   reflect  the  comple.xi.ty  of  the  prospective  student-

teach.er   {nvolvement.

In  an  affective  teacher-student   relationship,   particularly  one

involving   the  adult  handicapped  student,   the  teacher  and  student   tend

to   look`  at  each  other  as   a  source  of  support   to  help  cope  with   common

problems  encountered   in   the   instructional   setting  and/or  daily   living.

Th.e  following  areas   are  developed  as   a   result  of  factlitative  ability

of  the  teacher:

I)      development  of  a   sense  of  basi`c   trust

2)     building  a   climate  of  openness   and  honesty

3)      finding  ways  of  handling  distortions   that  occur
between  student   and   teacher

4)     accepting   personal   responsibility   for  one's   own
behavior  and   learning  potential

5)      finding  ways   to  broaden   a   limited   range  of  behavioral
alternatives   in  dealing  with   problems   that   occur
{Creamer   and   Gilmore,1974).

The  teacher  milst   also  take   into  account   the  conflict   created  by  a
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variety  of  life  experiences   that  both  the  student  and   the  teacher  may

have.     This   is   particularly   true  of  the  adult  handicapped.     The  number

of  experiences  and  the  effect  on  the  self-concept  of  the  learner  must

be  considered  part  of  the  total   teacher-learner  self-concept.

Othaniel   Smith   views   teacher  effectiveness   as   something  which   can

be  ''reduced   to  differences   in  attitude  and  skHls  and   that  concepts   make

no  difference  save  as   they   influence   these  elements  of  behavior''   (Smith,

1971}.     Smith   sees   a   definite   role  of  teacher  personality  on   the   teach-

ing-learning   process.     First,   teacher  behavior   is  primarily  an  expression

of  a   teacher's   personality;   that   the  skill   he/she  uses,   how  he/she  wiH

use   them  and   their  effects  on  pupil   achievement  are  dependent  on  per-

sonality.     Secondly,   that   teacher  effectiveness   is   related  to  the  cog-

nitive  di`mensi.on   of   teachi.ng   behavi`or   (Smith,1971).      The  author   suggests

that   the  personality  of  a  teacher   is   interpreted  by  the   learner  as   the

attitude  of  the  teacher.     Furthermore,   there   is   little  doubt  that   the

atti`tude  of   the   teacher   toward   F`i.mself  and  others   influences   the  be-

havior   in   the  classroom  and   the  achievement  of   the  pupils.      tn  summation

Smith  s.tates   that   teacher  attitude  toward   the  pupils   is   important,   his

expectations  of  .them  WHI    influence   their  achievement.      In  other  words,

the   idea  of  the  self-fulfiHing   prophecy.      Larsen   (1978)    Hlustra'tes

this`  point   in   the   foHowing  statement:     ''a  self-fulfiuing  prophecy

occurs  when  an  expectation  acts   as   a  cause  of  student  behavior   rather

than  as  a   result  of  observed  student  behavior."

Rosenshine  and  Furst   have   researched   the  area  of  teacher  attitude

in   teacher  preparation.     There  are   three   types  of  attitudinal   obj.ectives

which   they   identified.     These  obj.ectives   should   be   incorporated   into

teacher   training:
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1)     Teacher  attitude  toward  self

2)      Concern  with   human   relationship's

3)     Teaching-learning  process

The   following  attitudinal   obj.ectives  are  based  on   the  above  stated.     They

were   incorporated   into  a   teacher  preparation  program  at   the  University

of  Georgia,    (1969).

1)     Develop  and  accept  accurate  perception  of
self   in  order  to  achieve  a  more  adequate  personality.

2)     Assess   the   limit  of  one's   potential   in  order
to   learn  the  extent  of  one's  own  capacities.

3)     Acknowledge  and  accept  one's  social,   psychological
and   physical   needs.

Accept   and  deal   with  one's  emotions,   feelings
and   intuitions.

Awaken  and  develop  awareness  of  the  process  of
becoming   in  order  to  achieve  a  more  adequate
personality   (Smith,1971}.

Obj.ectives   2-4   require   the   individual   to  be  open  and  honest  with

himself.     These  obj.ectives   should  be  addressed   prior  to  and  during  the

first  part  of  teacher  preparation.     The  teacher  of  the  handicapped  must

acknowledge  and  accept  his/her  own  biases   in  order   to  successfully

work  with   the  exceptional   student.     Achknowledgement  and  acceptance  of

personal   biases   includes   awareness   of  personal   potential,   knowing

one's   social,   psychological   and   physical   needs   and   accepting   and   dealing

with  one's   emotions,   feelings   and   intuitions   of  the  handicapped.

Objectives   1   and   5   require  maturity  and   life  experience.      Completion  of

a   teacher  preparation  program  should  produce  ''a  more  adequate  person-

ality;"  however,   at   the  same   time   the  program  must   aHow  and   provide

opportunity   to  explore,   question  and  'Work  out"   room  for  establishing

a  more  accurate  perception  of  oneself.
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Affective  teacher  preparation  discussed  thus far  does   not  address

itself  to  a  process  of  measurement  of  the  affective  objectives.

Virginia   Bruinks   devised  a  humanistic  teacher   training  program  for  the

teacher  of  the   learning  disabled  child.     This  model   attempts   to  specify

competency  statements   involving  affective  behavior.

HistoricaHy  most  teacher  training  programs   for  the  teacher  of  the

learning  disabled  child  have   typicauy  been  co-ncerned  with   curriculum

approaches   rather  than  student  oriented  approaches.     Traditional

teacher  training  programs  do  not  adequately  prepare  teachers   to  deal

with   individual   differences.      In  other  words,   individualizing  or

personalizing   instruction   is   touched   upon   in   terms   of  what  materials  one

could   use,   not   how  one  would   use  them   in  a  class;   thus   there   is   a  need

for  more   in-depth   training   in  classroom  management   for  meeting   indivi-

dual   needs.     According   to  Bruinks   (]977),   there   is   a   need   for  different

training   for  teachers  of  the   learning  disabled.      It   needs   to  be  more

specialized,   addressing   the   learning  and  adj.ustment   needs   of   learning

disabled  students.     These  needs   are  best  met  by  personnel   trained   in  a

special   program  which   emphasizes   teaching  skills   and   the   interpersonal

process   of   learning   (Bruinks,1977).     Although`  this   program   is   geared

for  the  younger  population,   much  of  what   is   suggested   could   easity'apply

to  the   teacher  of  the  mildly  handicapped  adult.

Rosner  and  Tucker   (1974).   suggest   developing  a   teacher   training

program  which   is   cyclical    in   design.      It   is   strictly   a   competency  based

approach   to  teacher  education.

There   is   a   lack  of  personal   intervention   in   this   model   as   it   is

strictly  a  competency   based   teacher  education   concept,   emphasizing

competency  attainment  without   the   inclusion  of  affective  competencies.
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#
4

Validation  of
Competency  Attai nment
Based  on  Student  Outcome\ 3

Assessment  of
Degree  of  Mastery
of  Competency

2

Identi fy   Competency--
Focus   on  Training   for
Competencies/

(Bruinks,    1977)

Over   fifty   studies  were  conducted  by   Rosenshine  and   Furst   (1971),

to  discern   the   relationship  of  observable   teacher  behavior   in  student

'performance.      From  this   study  were   identified   ten  variables.     Four

out  of  the  ten  variables   related  to  teacher  characteristics  and   inter-

personal   relationships  which   cannot  be  directly  handled   in   the  tradition-

al   CBTE   programs.     These   variables  were:

1)      Enthusiasm

2)     Task  orientation   (indluding  business-like,
organized  manner  of  teacher)

3)      Criticism   (negative  and   positive)

4)     Perceived  differences  of  course  and   students
(strictness   in   demanding  high   standards,   challenge
and   abHity   of  class}    (Rosenshine   and   Furst,1971).

The   CBTE  rrodel   Hlustrated   does   not   incorporate  any  of   these  characteris-

tics.     There   is   no  doubt   about   the   importance  of   the   interpersonal   or

affective  competence  of  an   individual   teacher.     The   problem   lies   in  how
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to   incorporate   the  competencies   into  a   CBTE   program.      If  the  humanistic

concept  of  education  were  applied   to.CBTE   it  would   train   teachers   to

work  with   individual   students   not   individual   curriculum  approaches.      Much

of  the  problem   in  special   education   teacher   training   lies   in  the   lack  of

''humanness"   in  curriculum  strategy.     The  strategies   utilized  with  special

populations   must  emphasize   the  human   need  and  most   importantly   the  human

dignity.     Humanistic  education  can  be  characterized  by  ''creativity,

spontaneity  and   distinctiveness  of   life  styles.      It  must  be  a  conscious

part  of  the  teacher-pupil   transaction.     The  process  should  be  character-

ized  by  mutual   respect  and  acceptance  and   recognition  of  pupil   needs   and

safety,   identity,   achievement   and  differential   treatment"   (Bernard  and

Huckins,1974;   Bruinks,1977).

I.n  order  to  accomodate   the  humani.stic  need   in   teacher  training  and

still    insure   teacher  effectiveness,   it   seems   only   logical   to  merge  CBTE

and  humanistic  education,   utHizing   the  strengths  of  each.     The   concept

of  CBTE  would  change   in   content   approach  as   Ulustrated   in   the   diagram

of  a   HumanisticaHy   Competency   Based  Teacher  Training   program:

ZE
Validation  of  Competencies
Through   Observation  of
Student   Outcome

iEE

Focus  Training   for
Competency   Based  Teacher
Education   Upon   Principles
of   Humanistic   Education

:fterv /Assessment
Degree  of  Mastery
of  Competencies

from:      Structure   for  Humanistic   Competency   Based  Teacher
Training,   p.   52   (Bruinks,1977).
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Competency   Revi ew

Specifying  the  core  competencies   for  the  teacher  of  the  mildly

handicapped  adult  entails   a   critical   review  of  Adult   Basic  Education

Teacher  competencies  and  special   education   teacher  competencies.     From

a   review  of   lists  of  competencies   des.igned   for  special   education  and

adult  education  programs,   it   is   possi.ble   to  combine  selected  competen-

cies  whi`ch  reflect   the  needs  of  the  adult   handicapped.

Among-competency   lists   reviewed  were  Mocker's   competencies  of  the

Scope  and   Goal   of  Adult   Education.     The.se  competencies  were  considered

to  be   reflective  of  the  general   thrust  of  ABE   teacher  competencies`  as

they   reflect   the  basic  skills   considered   important   for  the  ABE   teacher.

The  competencies  were  based  on   the   input  of  234  ABE   teachers   and  admini-

St rators .

The  competencies   reviewed   for  special   education   teachers   are

those   used   in  student   teacher  evaluati`on  at  Appalachian  State  University.

These  competencies  were  based  on   the  current  skiHs   deemed  necessary   for

the  special   educator.     The  competencies   utilized   in   this   program  are

based  on   skiHs   required   i.n   implementing   di.agnostic-prescriptive  approach

to   teaching   the   handicapped   (May,1974;   DeBey,   Endly,   Roe   and   Tollett,

1975).     To  gain  a  clearer  understanding  of  the   role  of  the  affect   in  the

teaching   process   for   the  handicapped,   the  competencies   used   in   the   Mark

Twain   Institute   for  the  training  of  teachers  of  the  emotionally  dis-

turbed   (see  Appendix   E)   were   reviewed   as  weH.      (See  Appendix   F   for

special   education   competencies.)

A  review  of  the   literature   relating  to  the  affective  competencies
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of  the  teacher  of  the  handicapped  adult  was  attempted.     There   is  vir-

tuauy  no  literature  or  research  availab]e  on  this   topic,   therefore

information  on  secondary  affective  special   education  teacher  competencies

were   reviewed.     Similarly,   there  was   very   little   information  available,

although   the  need   for  such   research  was   stated  often   (Harmill,  Wiederholt,

Mann,   Goodman,   Sabatino   and   Mauser).     The   foHowing   section  will   be   a

review  and  discussion  of  the  conpetencies   considered   important   to  the

teacher-learner   relationship  of  the  handicapped  adult.

According   to  Mann,   Goodman   and  Wiederholt   (1978),   no  attempt   has

been  made  to  specify  personality  or  attitude  variables   that  contribute

to  effective  teaching  of  the  secondary  student.     Furthermore,   no

single  criterion  of  mastery  of  any  of  the  suggested  competencies   has   been

extablished   (Hammill   and   Newcomer,1977).      Mann,   et  al.   suggested   the

following  affective  obj.ectives   or  competencies   to  be  considered   impor-

tant  to  the  teacher  of  the  secondary  student:

I)     ability   to  establi.sh  rapport

2}      flexibility,   adaptabHity

3)     continuous   self-evaluation

4)     ability   to  communicate  effectively  with   students,
counselors

5)     a  desire  to  work  with  older  students

6)      recognition  of  teacher  personalities   and  motivation  as
critical   to   successful   teaching   (Mann,   Goodman   and
Wiederholt,1978).

These  competencies   are   in  addition  to  the   instructional   obj.ectives

incorporated   into   teacher  preparation  such  as   general   knowledge  base

about   learning   impairments.      These  would   include   causes   of   learning

problems,   theories   of  human   learning   and   child,   adolescent   and   adult

developnent,   history  of  the   field  of   learning  disabHities   and
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philosophical    issues   of   the   field   (Mann,   Goodman   and  Wiederholt,1978).

These  topics  are  also  critical   to  the  teacher  of  the  adult  with  mild

learning   impairments  or   learning   difficulties.     Many  of  the  adult   learn-

ing  difficulties   resemble   the  ''true"   learning  disabled  pattern.     Mann,

et  al.   support   the   idea  of  providing   research  which   is   designed  around

!9!±[  teacher  behavior  and   the   learner's   performance  are   related  and  how

the   teacher  applie_s   the  knowledge  and   skiH   with  observation  and  measure-

ment  of  the  effect  on   the   learner's   performance   in   relati`on  to  the

secondary   level   student.

Adelman   (1972)   divides   the   preparation  of  teachers   of   learning

disabled  students   into   five  areas:     assessment,   program  planning  and

implementation,   consultation,   supervision,   and   research.     Although

knowledge  and   the   use  of  knowledge   in   the  five  areas   is   required  of  each

prospective  teacher,   this   list   isL  not  sufficient   in  describing   the  effect

of  program  participation.     Attitude  and  depth  of   invol'vement   in   the  pro-

gram  determine  the  overall   effectiveness   and   successful   teaching  ability

of  the  prospective  teacher.     Krasno  and  Allen  suggest  a  hierarchy   in  the

development  of  teacher  preparation  programs   and  competency  outcomes:

I)     Mastery  of  content   produces   subj.ect   matter  competency;

2)     Mastery  of  content   knowledge   plus   behavioral   skins
produce  presentation  competency;

3)     Mastery  of  content   knowledge  plus   behavioral   skills
plus   humanistic   skills   produce   professional
decision-making   competency   (cited   in   Adelman,1972).

Another  aspect  of  teacher  education   for  the  special   educator  supported

-r'  by  Mahler   (1975)   suggests,   "they   |prospective  teachera   must  have  a

sound   knowledge  of  normal   children   and   regular   curriculum  which   serves

as   a  basis   for  adapting   for  and   developing   specialized   programs   for

specialized   needs"   (Adelman.1972).
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The  effective  teacher   learns   to  use  himself  effectively  and  effi-

ciently  to  carry  out  his  own  and  society's   purposes   in  the  education  of

others   (Combs,1977).     An  obj.ective  of  the  professional   education  of

teachers  should  be  to  facilitate  the   individual   teachers   in  carrying  out

the  goals  and  aspirations   that  they  hold  for  themselves  as  educators.

In  other  words,   to  assist   the   individual   in  productive  self-utHization

in  the  education  of  students.     Teacher  education  must  concern   itself

lTrore  with   the  development  of   individual   potential   as   teachers   rather

than   the   fu]fiHing  of   individual   competencies.     Special   educators   tend

to  become  competency-bound   in  the  technical   expertise  of  task  analysis

and  behavior  modification   rather  than  concerni,ng   themselves  with

whether  the  student   teacher  communicates   the  concept  effectively  and

whether  the  concept   is   relevant  to  the  student.

Recognizing   the   relevancy  of  the   learner's   needs   is  a  ''qua"ty"  of

perception.     Conbs   (1977)   si!ggests   that   the  perceptual   organization  of

a  teacher   is   critical   to  teacher  success.     He  suggests   that   the  teacher

should  have:

1)      Rich   extensive  and  available  perceptions   about
his   subj.ect/field;

2)     Accurate  perceptions   about  what   people  are   ltke;

3)     Perceptions  of  self--leading  to  adequacy;

4)     Accurate  perceptions  about   the  purpose  and   process
of   learning;

5,    ::::;T::  :::c:7:,:::p:::u{c::3::p[;;;;.methods  for

ln   the   training  of  effective   teachers  a   primary  obj.ective   is   lead-

ing  an  ,individual   to  the   personal   discovery  of   learning   to  use  oneself

as  an   instrument  of   instruction,  or  uti"zing  one.s  attributes   for  the

betterment  of  others.     However,   possessing   the  knowledge  of  this
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concept   is   not  a  guarantee   that  a   person  will   use   it.     Combs   {1977)

succinctly  summarizes   this  concept  by  stating  that  any   item  of  infor-

mation  WHI   affect  an   individual 's   behavior  but  only  to  the  degree  to

which  he  has   discovered   its   personal   meaning   for  him.

In  maintaining  a  humanistic  competency-based   teacher  education

program,   the  concepts  must  be  measurable.     The  competencies  stated  by

Combs`  are  humanistic   in   nature,   thus   leading  to  a   subj.ective  evaluation

or   interpretation.     However,   he  maintains   that   the  many  concepts  he

suggests  can  be  objectively  measured.     Combs  suggests   that   the   foHowing

are  assessable,   although   the  method  of  assessment  was   not  avai.Iable.

I)      Knowledge  of  world  and   sub.I.ects;

2)     Sensitivity   to  people,   capacity   for  empathy;

3}     Accurate  and  appropriate  beliefs   about   people
and   their  behavior   (extremely   important   in  the
education  of  exceptional    i`ndividuals);

4)     Positive  beliefs  about  self;

5)     Appropriate  and  congruent  beliefs  about   the
purposes  and  goals'  of  society,   schools,   and  the
classroom,   and   the   teacher's   own  goals   in   teaching;   and

6)    :::h:::;:n::y:I::°¥::¥h?:gh.{:o%: ,a?;;;i:i ate  and

A  9oal   of  special   education  and  adult  basic  education   is   to

develop  functional   competency  of  the  student.      In  order  for  a   teacher

of  this  group  to  successfuuy   instruct,   he  must  be  functionaHy  com-

petent  himself.     A  key   to  successful   instruction  of  adults   is   the

wealth  of  experience  that   the   instructor  may  draw  upon  during   the

process  of   instruction  as   it   relates   to  his   adulthood   and  coping

abilities.      Functional   competence   carries   with   it   complex  social    impli-

cations.      It   is   the  complexity   and   diversity  of  the   social    implications

that   the   instructor  must   be   in   tune.      Functional   "survival`'  skiHs   for
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one  sector  of  society  may  well   mean   functional    incompetence   in  another

sector.      It   is   not  a  single  skill   or  set  of  skills   that  are  considered

appropriate   for  adult   functioning  but   rather  a   variety  of  skills  which

require  various   levels  of  application.     The  application  and  use  of

these  skills   are  directly   related  to  an   individual's   success   in   life

(Dr.   Joe  Widenhouse,    Interview).     Thus   the   teacher  of  a  mildly   handi-

capped  adult  must  be  sensitive  to  the  use  and  need  of  the  basic

'tsurvival"  skiHs   required   for   that   individualts   successful   living.

Studies   done   in   the  classrooms  of  young  exceptional   children

have  created   numerous   lists   of  teacher  competencies.      In   reviewing

the  competencies   considered  appropriate  for  the  young  chHd,   there

appear  to  be  some  competencies  which  are   important   to  the  teaching-

Iearning  process   of  the  younger  and  older  student.     Chalfant  and

Foster   {1977)   discuss   a  workshop  setting   for   trained   teachers  where

they  are  exposed   to  the  problem  of  decoding.     The   lesson   is   presented

in   two  different  approaches:      lecture  method  and   personal   interaction

method.     The  purpose  of  the  exercise   is   to   illustrate  the   importance  of

teacher  attitude  and   its  effect  on   individual   learning.     As   a   result

of  the  experience  the  teachers  will   understand   the   importance  of

1)      focusing  on   learner  attitude   toward   the   learning
task ,

2)      idehtifying  attitudes   toward   fellow   learners,

3)      recognizing   response  to  teacher  behavior  toward
individuals   and   groups,

4)     evaluating   teaching  method

5)      demonstrating   individual    learning   styles
(Chalfant   and   Foster,1977).

Invariably   this  workshop  has   a   great   impact  on   the  participants

as   it   sensitizes   them  to   the   difficulties   some   individuals   may
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have   tn  a  classroom  setting.     The  five  areas   identified  as  outcomes

of  the  workshop  experience  should  be  considered  as  core  areas  of  teacher

preparation  of  the  mildly  handicapped.

Zigmond   and   Silverman   (1978)   s`uggest   the   following   competencies

to  be  considered  for  teacher  preparation:

I)     discussi.on  of  acti.vi`ties   that  explore  school
survival   ski'Ils,   values   clarification,   attitude,   and
sel f-concept ;

2)     provide  occupational   exploration/preparation  which
includes`  hands-on  experience;

3)     communicate  effectively--ability   to  transmit   information
based  on   readiness   of   listener;

4)     Analyze   "system'.  and   recognize  constraints   under
which   mainstreamed   individuals   must   function;

5)     communicate   to  significant  others   to  help   them
understand   impl}cations   of  students'   learning  styles
in   school,   home,   and   community.

They  also  suggest  a   redefining  of  competencies  and   research  to

explore   the  possibility  of  these  competencies   as   being   unique  to  the

exceptional   populatton.     The  question   needs   to  be  answered  as   to  whether

the   needs  of   the  mHdly   learning   impaired   population   are   unique  and

subsequently   require   teachers  with   unique  abilities  and

pe rcept i ons .

Deshler   (1979)   s.uggests   some   teacher   guidelines   for   the   educating

of   learning  disabled   adolescents.     These  guidelines   reflect   the   nature

of  affective,   personalized   instruction.     The   first  principle   is   to

build   trust.     According   to  Tubbs   and  Norse   (1974),   this   includes

cooperation,   communication,   and   self-disclosure.      This.   can   be  developed

through  activities   that   require  cooperation  and  development  of  trust
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between   class   members.      Secondly,   verbal   and   non-verbal   communications

including  description,   problem  orientation,   spontaniety,   empathy,

equality  and   provisionali.sin.     "Supportive  communication   should   not   be

linked   to  spoken   language  alone.     Active   listening   is   important   to

developing   and   increasing   interpersonal   trust.     Listening  also   includes

verbal   and  non-verbal   receptivity  of  conmunication"   (Deshler,1979).

The  effective   teacher  of  the   learning  disabled  should  possess   such

characteristics  as  warmth,   variability,  orderliness,   task  orientation,

professional   knowledge,   strictness   in   demanding  high   standards,   and

problem  solving   ability   (Bruinks,1977).      In   a   study   by   Bruinks   it  was

revealed  that  there  were  twenty-nine   instructional   characteristics  of  the

effective  teacher  of  learni`ng  disabled  students.     These  characteristics

were  narrowed  down   to  those   reflecting  knowledge  areas,   instructional

skMls,   and  organization.      In  the  same  study   forty  characteristics

related  to  personality  or  affective  qualities  of  the  teacher  were   listed.

However,   only  eight  of  the  characteristics  were  considered  essential   for

effective   teaching  of   learning  disabled  students.

Pope   (1973)   discusses   the   role  of  the   tutor   for   the  mildly   learning

impaired  student.     Many  of  the  qualities   listed   for  the  tutor  are  also

included   i-n  other   favourable  teacher  characteristics.     Since   the  'character-

istics  are  considered   important  to  the  tutor  of  adult  and  adolescent

low   readers,   inclusion  of   this   list   seems   appropriate.     These  are   the

ten  qualities   listed:

1)      Respect   for  your   students

2)      Absolute   confidence   in   their  abi.)ity   to   learn

3)      Patience

4)     Acceptance  of  student   as   person--never  scold
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5)      Flexibility

6)      Adaptability

7)     Knowledge  of  skHls   to  be  taught

8}      Committment   to  program  for   tutoring

9)     Ability  to  maintain  ethical,   professional   relationship  with

student

10)      Model   behavior

The   instructional   guidelines   proposed   for   the  tutor   incorporate  the

affective  with  the   i`nstructional   component.

I)      Prats`e   the  student.

2)      Explanation   must   be  clear  and   concise`

3).      Do  not   criticize.

4)     Use  dis`cretion   tn  cor.recti`ng  errors.

5)      Build  on   strengths.

6)      Set   realistic   goals   (`Pope,1973}.

These  guidelines   have   been   used  with   adolescents   and   adults  with  mildly

handicapping  conditions.     The  suggestions   and   interpretation  of  s.ugges-

tions  of  Pope   (1973)   have  been  successfuHy  applied   to  a   variety  of

instructional   settings.

The  competency  of  the   teacher  of  the  emotionauy  disturbed   r`eveals

the  application  and   synthesis   of  affective  competencies.     Hewett   (1966)

discusses   the  effective  teacher  as   being  sentimental,   tough  but   not

irritable,   possessed   by   conviction,   profoundly  aware  without   a   loss  of

spontaneity,   trusting   in   the   intuitive  humane   responsiveness  of  oneself

and  one's   coHeagues   and   self-actualized.     The  qualities   mentioned

are   important   to  establishing
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and  maintaining  a   teacher-learner   relationship.     Hewett  does   suggest  a

hierarchy  of  competencies   for  the  teacher  of  the  emotionany  disturbed

which   reflects   the  affective  characteristics  of  primary   importance  and

the  academic   inteHectual   competencies   as   secondary.     This   approach

makes  more  sense  and   is   more  effective   in   that   it  does   emphasize   the

human  component   first   rather   than   the  technical   component.      In   the

hierarchy  there  are  seven   levels:

I)      Objectivity

2)      Flexibi]ity

3)     Structure

4)      Resourcefulness

5)     Social   reinforcement

6)      Curriculum  expertise

7)       Intellectual   model    (Hewett,1966).

As   the  teacher  establishes   the  trust  of  the  student,   it   is   then

possible   to  move   into  the  academic  areas.     The  curriculum  expertise   is

critical   to   the   learning  of  set   skills,   but   skills   cannot  be  adequately

learned  until   the   r61,ati-onship  between   student  and   teacher   is   established.

According   to  Adelman   (`1972),   curriculum  expertise   is   the   ability   to  set

realistic   goals   in   keeping  wi`th   the   students'    intellectual   and   dev61op-

mental   levels   and   to   initiate  appropriate   developmental   and   remedial

procedures   in   reading,   arithmetic  and  other  skHls.

The  Mark  Twain   School   Staff  Development   Institute   lists   competencies

considered   important   to  the   teacher  of  the  emotionauy  disturbed.     The

competencies   reflect   the  affective  qualities   that  are   important   to  a

teaching-learning   relationship.     They   are   listed   as   Goals   and   Subgoals

(.see  Appendix   E).      Goal   B--to  develop   personal   sensitivity   and   inter-
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personal   effectiveness--is  broken  down   into  five  subgoals:

I)      the  ability   to  comprehend   and   communicate
effectively  with  others   (both  affectively  and
cognitively)   to  perceive  accurately  one's
reaction  to  and  effect  upon  others

2)     the  ability   to   interact  with  sensitivity,
warmth,   openness,   empathy,   flexibility,   self
confidence  and   self-awareness

3)     the  ability  to  express   freely  positive  and
negative  emotions

4)      the  ability   to  use  and   provide  supervision
cons t ruct i ve I y

5)      the  ability   to  promote  mutual   understanding
and   the   resolution  of  problems.

Goal   C--to  develop   skiHs   in   implementing  a   psycho-educational

curriculum  for  adolescents  who  have  problems   in  academic   tasks,

human   relationships   and  self-organization--has   the   foHowing   three

subgoa I s :

I)      the  ability   to  develop  or  utilize  curriculum
to  meet  explicit   psychoeducati.onal   objectives

2)     the  ability   to  employ  a  variety  of  educational
techniques   and   methods   in   implementing   curriculum

3)      the   ability   to  employ   curriculum  and   teaching
procedures   to  meet   the  cognitive  and  emotional
needs  of  the   learner   (unpublished   report  on   the
Mark  Twain   Staff  Development   Institute,   by
Checkon,   et   al.,1972).

These  goals   reflect  affective  teaching   relationships   for  any  age   level

as   they  promote   positive   personal    interaction.     Thus   they   should  be

incorporated   into   teacher  preparation   for   the  mildly   handicapped   adult.

The   ABE   competencies   utilized   in   Mocker's   study  were   divided   into

three  areas:     knowledge,   behavior  and   attitude.      Knowledge  was   defined

as   the  ability   to   recall   and   recognize  specifies   and   universals;

behavior  was   defined   as   the  ability   to  perform;   and  attitude  was
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defined  as   the  ability  to  perform;   and  attitude  was   defined  as   the

ability  to  develop,   receive  and   respond   to  feelings,   interests   and  values

(Mocker,1973).     The  competencies   listed   under  attitude  directly   relate

to  teacher  affect.     The  competencies  were   listed  as  high  priority  and

lower  priority.     Priority  placement  of  competencies  was   questionable.

The   list   is   broken  down   into  Adult   Basic   Education  Teacher  and  Adult

Basic   Education   Learner.     The   following  are  some   sample  sections   from

the  competencies   list:

ABE    LEARNER

KNOWLEDGE

Competencies   of  High   Priority

I     has   knowledge  of  the  effect(s)   of  discrimination
upon   the  self-concept  of  ABE  student.

2     knows   principles  of   learning  as   they  apply   to
the  adult  student.

3     has   knowledge  of   the   impact  of  prior  educational
experience  and   faHures   upon   the   undereducated
adu I t .

4     has  knowledge  of  what  motivates   adults   to  participate
in   programs.

5     has   knowledge  of  cultural   and  social   forces   that
influence  adult   learning.

Competencies   of  Lower  Priority

6     has   knowledge  of   the  economically  disadvantaged
and   various  ethnic   groups.

7     has   knowledge  of   the   psychological   problems
of  the  adult  student.

8     has   knowledge  of   the   changes   in   physiological,   mental,
and   social   development   throughout   life.

9     has   knowledge  of   the  existence  of  the  developmental
tasks  of  adulthood.

10     has   knowledge  of   the   students`   backgrounds.

BEHAV I 0R

Competencies   of  High   Priority

I      identifies   the   needs   of   individual    learners.
2     motivates   students.
3     raises   students'   self-concepts.
4     relates   to  the  differences   in  people.



5     identifies  what   is   the  basis  of  mutual   respect
6     identifies   the  student's   level   of  aspiration  and

despai r.
7     finds   and  develops   potential   talents.
8     finds   reasons   for   low  self-concepts  of   individual

s tudents .

Competencies   of  Lower  Priority

9     lists   the   various   community   social,   educational   and
training   agencies  which_  serve  adults   and
can  state  the  maj.or  functions  of  each.

10     describes   the  social   and  emotional   characteristics,
as  well   as   the   intellectual   and   physical   abilities
of  undereducated  adults.

]1      identifies   some  of  the  causes   of  discrimination.

ATT I TUDE

Competencies   of  High   Priority

I      accepts   the   importance  of   recognizing   individual
d i f fe rences .

2     does  not   fear  students  who  come  from  different
backg rounds .

3    has  accepted  the  fact  that  there  are  differences
between  children   and  adults   as   learners.

4     believes   there   is   potentiali.ty   for   growth   in
most   people.

5     is   challenged  by   the  needs  of  students.
6     believes   in   freedom  of  thought   and  expression.

Competencies   of   Lower   Priority

7    does   not  over-generalize  and  stereotype
8     is  aware  of  the  differences   in  backgrounds   of

experience  among  her/his   students   and   recognizes
their   limitations.

9     has   a   corrmitment   to  assist  adults   to  assume   new   roles
in   society.

10     has   an  awareness   that   there  are  merits   in   the   learner's
way   of   living.

ABE    TEACHER

ATT I TUDE

Competencies   of   High   Priority

I      has   an   open   mind   and   is  willing   to  accept   ideas   of
othe rs ,

2    appreciates   the  need   to  adj.ust   the   rate  of
instruction   to  the  student's   rate  of   learning.
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3     believes   that   adults   can   learn   if  motivated  and   gi.yen
sufficient  time.

4     strives   in  quest  of  methods,   techniques,   and
materials   to  help  students  succeed.

5     enj.oys  a  chaHenge  and   is  willing   to  try   novel
or  unique  strategies   in  broadening  horizons  of
students .

6     recognizes   the   importance  of  dealing  with   students
as   a   friend  and  advi.sor.

7     is   sensitive  to  adult   needs   for  new  information
and   understandings.

8     has   an  accurate  percepti.on  about   the  purpose  and  process
of   learning.

9     views   program  evaluation   in   terms   of  the  changing
needs  of  students.

10     believes   that   experimentati`on   and   innovation
are  vital   to  successful   program  development.

11      develops  empathy   toward   those  who   live   in   conditions
of  poverty.

12     believes   that   determination  of   instructional
goals   and  objectives   is   the   responsibility  of
both   teacher  and   learner.

Competencies   of  Lower  Priority

13     believes   that   negati`ve  attitudes   toward   learning  can
be  changed  to  positive  attitudes   through   reinforcement.

14     believes   that  elementary   level   literacy  matertals
can  be  successfuHy   taught   to  adults   if  made   relevant
to  their   li.fe  styles.

15     is   sensitive   to  ethnic  di.fferences.
16     recognizes   a   positive   relationship  between  dialects

and  standard   English--both   forms   of  spoken   language
are   useful   in   their   unique  settings.

17     believes   that   the  physical   characteristics  of  the
environment   affect   the  quality  of  earning  by
students .

18     believes   in   the  effectiveness   of  group  energy  and
group  action   and   its   special   relevance   for  adults.

19     believes  that   before  "middle  class"  attitudes   and  values
can  be  accepted   the   learner`s   living   conditions
must   also  be   changed.

Many  of  the  competencies   are  difficult   to  assess   and  some  are   (I)   not

appropriate   for   teacher   preparation,   (2)   redundant,   and   (3)   possibly

irrelevant   to  the  section.     The  study   lists   several   more  competencies

in   relation   to   the   curriculum,   ABE   learner,   ABE   teacher,   and   the

instructional   process.     The  value  of  these  competencies   is   that   they

are  adult  oriented  and     serve  as   a   guide           for  establishing  competencies
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of  the  adult  handicapped.     However,   they  appear  vague  and   repetitious

in  several   places.

Mann,   Goodman  and  Wiederholt   discuss   competencies   for   the   teacher  of

the  adolescent   learning  disabled.     They  point  out   that  these  competencies

may  serve  as  a   general   guideline.     ''The  organization  of  these  competencies  ,

into  s.equential   courses   and  experientes   is   considered   the   responsibility

of   individual   teacher  programs.      In  order  to  be  useful   for  specific

application  with   teachers   in  a   pre-service  teacher  training   program  or  an

in-service  teacher  workshop,   the  competencies  must  be   translated   into

speci`fic   criteria   required   for  demons`trat:ion   of  mastery"   {Mann,   Goodman

and  W`i`ederholt,   t978).      For   the  purpose  of  this   study,   only`  those   compe-

tencies   reflecting  affective  teacher  qualities  were  chosen.     The  fouowing

were   selected  general   competencies`  dealing  with  affective  competence.

1)      Develop   individuali.zed   instructional    programs,   utilizing
the  assessment   information.     This   includes   adjusting   the
level   of  difficulty  of  a   par.ticular   task  and   incorporating
information   regarding   the   individual's   attitudes,   interests,
and   values   into   rnstructional   plans.

2)      Engage  groups   of  students   in   discussion  or  activities
that  explore   school   survival   skins,   values   clarafica-
tion,  attitudes  self-concept,   etc.

3)      Communicate   effectively  with   significant   others.

4)     Analyze   the   system  operating  within   the   individual's
everyday   ltfe  and   recognize   the   constraints  with  which
the   individual   must.  cope.

5)      Communicate  with   family  of   adult   handicapped   to   help
them  understand   the   implications   of   the   indtvi`dual  's
learning   styles    in   home,   work,   and   communi.ty   (Mann,
et  a ,.,, 978) .

Hamachek   (1969),   in   his   article  on   the   characteristics   of  a   good

teacher,   suggests   a   number  of  personal   characteri.sties   which_  enhance

the   teaching  ability  of  an   individual.     `'Effective   teachers   appear   to  be

those  who  are,   shall   we   say,   are   'human'    in   the   fuHest   sense  of  the
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word.     They  have  a   sense  of  humor,   are   fair,   empathetic,   more  democratic

than  autocratic,   and  apparently  are  more  able  to   relate  easily  and

naturaHy   to  students"   (Hamachek,1969).      In   the   same  article,   allusion

was   made   to  a   study  based  on   the  opinion  of   3,725  high   school   students

concerning  the  best   liked  and   least   liked  characteristics  of  teachers.

The  study   revealed  43   reasons   for   liking  a  teacher  and  30  different

reasons   for  disliking  a   teacher.     Many  of  the   reasons   for   liking  a

teacher  were   reflections  of  how  a  teacher   relates   to  the  students.

Another   interesting  point  was   that   "mastery  of  subj.ect  matter,"  which

is   vital   but   badly  over-emphasized  by   specialists   (in   the   field)   ranked

sixteenth.     Somehow  students   seem  willing   to  take  more  or   less   for

granted  that  a   teacher  knous  his  material.     What  seems   to  make  a

difference   is   the   teacher's   personal   style  of  communicating  what  he

knows    (Hamachek,1969).

Interaction   styles   have  definite   impact  on  teacher  effectiveness.

Research   supports   the   conclusion   in   studies   comparing   learner-centered

or  teacher-centered   teaching.     ''ln  general,   it  appears   that   the  amount  of

cognitive  gain   is   largely  unaffected  by  the  autocratic  or  democratic

tendencies  of  the   instructor.     However,  when  affective  gains   are  con-

sidered,   the   results   are  different   (Hamachek,1969).      In   a   review.of  34

studies   by   Stern,   compari``ng   non-directive  with   directive   instruction,

the   following  was   concluded:

Regardless   of  whether  the   investigator  was   concerned
with  attitudes   towards   the  cultural   outgroup   toward
other  participants   in   the  class,   or  toward   the  self,
the   results   generaHy  have   indicated   that   non-
directive   instruction   facilitates   in  a  more  acceptant
direction    (Hamachek,1969).

Thus   classroom   interaction   patterns   and   teaching   styles   are  an

integral   part  of  successful   teaching.     Good  or  effective  teachers
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reflect   the   foHowing  behaviors:

I)     WiHingness   to  be   flexible,   to  be  direct  or
indirect  as   the  si-tuatton   demands;

2)     AbHity  to  perceive  the  world   from  the  s.tudents'
point  of  view;

3)     AbHlty  to  "personalize"  their  teaching;
4)     WHlingness   to  experiment,   to  try  out   new  things;
5)      Skill    in  asking  questions    (as   opposed   to   seeing   self

as   an  answering   servi`ce);
6)      Knowledge  of  subj.ect  matter;
7)      Provision  of  well   established   examination

p rocedu res ;
8)     Provision  of  definite   study  helps;
9`)     Reflection  of  an  appreciative  attitude   (evidenced

by  nods,   comments,   smiles,   etc.);   and
10)      Use  of  a   conversational   manner   in   teaching,

informal   easy   style   (Hamachek,1969).

In   an   article   titled   "Tips   for  working  with  children"  by   Crouch,

specific  characteristics   and  qualities  of  the  teacher  who  works  with

handicapped  children  are   presented.      It   is   a   straightforward   list  of

competencies  of  what  chHdren  should   learn   from  a   teacher  and   the

competencies   a   teacher  should   possess.     Although   it   is   geared   toward

the  teacher  of  children,   the  cc}mpetencies   relate  to  the  teacher  at  all

levels.     Crouch  maintains   that   the  adult   (teacher)   is   in   control   of  the

instructional   setting  and   from  this   relationship   the  child   (student)

should   learn:

1)       Independence
2)      Pride
3)     Acceptance  of   life
4)     Respect   for  others'   di.fferences   and   difficulties
5)     Ability   to  query
6)     Thirst   for  knowledge
7)      Ability   to   cope  with   situations    (Crouch,1969).

The   foHowing   is   the   list  of  teacher  competencies   suggested  by   Crouch:

1)      Respect   for   individual    life   space
2)      Have   activiti.es   planned
3)      Remain   constant   and   consistent
4)      Limit   directions
5)      NEVER   lecture
6)      Be   positive
7)      Enthusiasm
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8)     Create  an  environment   that  enhances   self
confidence

9)      Never  encourage  gui.1t   feelings
10)      Encourage   independent   thinking
H)      Be   logical   and  sequential    in  material   pre-

sentation
12)     AHow  student   to  select  materials

lt   is   interesting   to  note  that   nine  out  of  the  twelve  competencies

listed  are  affective  behaviors   as   opposed   to   instructional   behaviors.

However,   these  competencies   as   stated  would  be   difficult   to  measure,   but

should  be   incorporated   into  a   competencY  oriented  or  based   teacher

assessment .

There,are  some  model   programs   for  affective   teacher  preparation

that  have   incorporated  specific  affective  competencies   into  their  teacher

preparation   program.     One   such   model   was   the   University   of  Pittsburgh

Model   of  Teacher  Training.     This   program  contained   a   "guidance"  compo-

nent   involving   group   process   experiences,   individual   counseling,   and

group   directing.     Self-realization,   self-development,   and   self  evalua-

tion  were   identified  as  maj.or  goals   for   the  guidance   component  of  the

Pittsburgh   Model    (Gorman,1969;   Smith,1971).

The  Syracuse  Model   stressed   the  development  of  a   teacher  as

an   individual.      It  was   a   "high   process   oriented"  program  with   primary

focus  on  becoming   more  aware  of  oneself  as   a   teacher  who   is   a  member  of

an  organization   (Smith,1971).     The   development   of   teacher  awareness   of

the  several   "hats"   required  of  the  profession   is   a   lacking  but  critical

component  of   teacher  preparation   for  the  handicapped.

The   University  of  Texas'   Research   and   Development   Center   for

Teacher  Education   has   developed  a   program  aimed  at  affective   teacher

development.      FUHer  describes   it   as   a   program  of  affective  gain   for

teachers.     One  of  the  outcomes   expected  of  a   personalized   program   is
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self-actualized   teachers .... teachers  who  are  able  to  benefit   from

education,  who  have  a   realistic  view  of  their  ohm  behavior,  who  solve

their  own   personal   problems   that  may   interfere  with   pupil   learning,

who  adapt  creatively  to  change,  who  are  expert   interactors.     Specificauy,

teachers  who  are  comfortable,   aware,   receptive,   responsive,   imaginative,

committed,   and  organized,   and  who  produce  affective  gains   for  students

(smith,   ,97,).

From  the   review  of   literature  thus far,   there  does   not  appear  to

be  a  comprehensive   list  of  affective  teacher  competencies   for  the  teacher

of  the  mHdly  handicapped.     Therefore,   a  core   list  of  affective  teacher

competencies   for  this   population   has   been  developed.     This   list   incor-

porates   the  many  affective  teacher  qualities   reviewed  for  the  teacher

of  the  young  handicapped  and   the  teacher  of  the  adult  basic  education

programs.      It   is   possible  that   the  competencies   are  basic  to  effective

teaching,   regardless  of  pupil   handicaps  or  age.

Chapter   3

RESEARCH    DEsl.GN

Purpose

The  purpose  of  this   study   is   to   identify  the  affective  competencies

of  the   teacher  of  the  mildly  handicapped  adult.     The  professional   per-

sonnel   to  be   involved   in   the   study  will   be  masters   level   special   and

adult  educators   and  adult   and  speci`al   education  administrators  whose

main  area  of   responsibility   is   in  the  direction  and   supervision  of

programs   and   personnel.     Both   groups   must   have  at   least   two  to  three

years   experience   in  this  area.

The   results   of   thisL   study  will   have   several   purposes:

a.     To  identify  core  affective  competencies   for  the  teacher

of   the   learning   impaired   adult.

b.     To   identify   teacher  preparation   stre.ngths   and  weaknesses

in   the  area  of  affective  education   for   the  adult  handicapped.

c.     To   integrate   the  core  competencies   into  a   competency   based

teacher   education  model .

d.     To  coHect   data   to  determine   the  appropriateness  of  the

core   competencies   from  select   professional   viewpoints.
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Hypotheses

I.     There  will   be  a  significant   difference   (.05)   between   special

educators  and  adult  educators   re.garding   (a)   the  perceived  need  of      .

affective  competencies   in  working  with   the  mHdly   handicapped,   and

(b)   the  perceived   relevancy  of  affective  competencies   to  adult  special

educat i on .

2.     There  will   be  a  significant   difference  of  opinion   between

administrators   of  adult   and   special   education   and   teachers   of  miLldly

learning   impaired  adults   in   relation   to   their  perception  of  the

competencies.considered   important   to   the   teaching   process.

Method

Initially,   the  core   competencies  will   be  sent   to  authorities   i`n

the  field  of  special   education  and  adult  education   to  j.ustify  the

relevance  of  the  competencies   and   the  technique  of  competency  j.ustifica-

tion  as   legitimate   research.     The  core  competencies  will   be   sent   to

experts  who  are   involved   in   special   education   teacher  preparation`and/or

education  of  the  adolescent/adult  handicapped.     The  core  competencies

will   also  be   sent   to  authorities   in   the   field  of  adult   education.

Upon  Justification  of   the  competencies   identified  as   important   to

the   instruction  of  the  mildly   handicapped  adult   a   survey-questionnaire

wHl   be  designed.     The   survey  will   be  evaluated   by   special   education   and

adult  education  administrators   and   teachers  who  have  at   least   masters

degrees   plus   two  to   three  years   experience.     These   individuals   must   be
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working  with  or  have  direct   contact  with   the  adult   handicapped.

The  educator/evaluators  will   be  participants   in   programs   purporting

to  work  directly  with  handicapped  adults   or  special   needs   learners.     The

geographic  area  of  the  survey  wHl   be  North   and   South   Carolina.     Programs

presently  being  considered  as   recipients  of  the  survey  are   literacy

programs,   Human   Resource   Development    (in   North   Carolina),   Adult   Basic

Education   programs,   select   developmental   studies   programs,   continuing

education   programs,   post-secondary   learning   labs,   and   other  similar

p rog rams .

Each   respondent   to  the  survey  will   rate  the  degree  of   importance

of  the  selected   competencies   for   use  with   the  mildly  handicapped.

Res u 1 ts

The   results  will   yield   a  set  of  affective  competencies   considered

top  priority   for   inclusion   i`n   teacher  preparation   programs   in   the  area
`\

of  adult   special   education.     The  survey  will    indicate   if  there   is   a

significant  difference  between   the  perceived  need   and   perceived   relevancy

of  affective  competencies   in   the  area  of  adult   special   educati`on  by

special   educators   and   adult   educators.     Secondly,   the  survey  will

indicate   if  there   is  a  significant   difference  between   the  perceptions  of

pri`ority  competencies   for  adult   special   education   by   adult   and   special

education   administrators   and   teachers.      This   will   be   determined  by  an

analys.is   of  variance   for   the   two  groups.

From  an  analysis   of   variance  between   and  within   the   two  groups,

it  will   be  possible  to  see  whether  or  not   there   is   a  difference  of

perceived   need  of  affective  competencies   between   special   educators   and

adult  educators.      Secondly,   it  will    indicate   if   there   is   a  significant
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difference  between  the  opinions  of  administrative  personnel   and

teachers.

Instrument

The   instrument   to  be  used   to  obtain  data   regarding   the   relevancy

of  the  affective  competencies  will   be  a  20-item  rating  scale   (see

Appendix  a).     The  survey   is   broken  down   into  three  component   parts.

Each  part   reflects  a  general   area  of  affective  competencies   important

to  the  teaching-learning  process  as  detemined  by  the   review  of  the

I i terature .

Chapter  4

SUMMARY

The   investigation  of  the   identificati`on  of  affective  competencies

for  the   teacher  of  the  mildly  handicapped  adult   resulted   in   the  dis-

covery  that   there  has   been  no   research  done   in   this  area.     Several   authors

stated   the  need   for  studies   to  be  performed  on   teacher  atti.tudinal

variables    (Mann,   Goodman   and   Wiederholt,1978;   Smith,1971;   Adelman,

1972;   Henderson,1972)    involved   in   the   teaching-learning   process   of   the

adult   handicapped   (Mann,   Goodman   and   Wiederholt,1978;   Mauser   and

Sabatino,1978;   and   Schwartz,1976).

Several   topics  which   related   to  affective   teacher  competence  were

reviewed.     The  area   included  affective  education,   competencies   of

teachers   in  adult  education,   secondary  special   education  and  professional

education  of  teachers.     An  attempt   to  avoid  psychology  oriented   litera-

ture   relating  to  affective  education  was   made  as   the  topic   is   an

educational    i`ssue.

The   review  of  the   literature   revealed  a   significant  need   to

further  explore  and   research   the  area  of  affective  teacher  competency

as   it   relates   to   the  adult  handicapped   population.     As   stated  previously,

there   is   not  any   research  available  at   this   time  on   the   topic  of

affective  education   for   the   teacher  of   the  mildly  handicapped  adult.

Consequently,   the  competencies   listed  as   a   result  of  this   study  are  a
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synthesls  of  affectlve  oriented  competencies   considered   important   to  the

teaching-learning   process,   regardless  of  handicap.     The  next   step  will

be  to   research   the  appropriateness  of  the  specified  competencies   in  the

teaching-learning   process  of   the  adult  wi.th  mild   learning   impalrments.

In  order  to  determine  the   relevancy  and   importance  of  the  specified

competencies,   a  survey-questionnaire  will   be  sent   to  select  programs

which   deal   with   the  mi.Idly  handicapped   adult.      From  the   results   of   the

survey-questionnaire,   the  justification  of   incorporating  the  core

affective  competencies   into  teacher  preparation  wHl   be  determined.
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AFFECTIVE  COITETENCIES

Comunication  Skills
1.  Ability to  coaprehend  and  comunicate  effectively with

others(on both  the  affective  a.bd  cognitive  levels) ;  to
perceive  accurately  one's  reaction to  and  effect  u|)on  others.

2..?Ability to  intera,ct  objectively  with wa.nth,  opermess  and  empathy.

3.a.Ability  to  comprehend  and  appropriately  react  to  verbal
cues  through  student's  tone  of  voice  a,nd  voea,bula.ry.

b.  Ability  to  comprehend  nonverbal  cues  as  comunica.ted  through:
.      posture,facial  experssion  and  movement.

h.  Ability  to  counsel  and  a.dvise  family  and  employer  of  handica.pped
adult .

5.  Ability  to    analyze  "system"  within  which  handicapped
adult  is  operating,(recognizes  constraint  and  restraints
placed  on  handicapped.

Personal  Interaction  Skills
1.Respect  of  individual  life  space.

2.Ability to  develop  a  sense  of  trust  in  student-t.ea,cher  relationship?

3.Ability  to  esta.blish  and  maintain  rapport  with  ha.ndicapped.

h.Interacts  a level  comensurate  with  intellectual  and maturity
level  of learner.

Under.standing  Student  Self-Concept
1.  Understands  impact  of  handica.p  on  individual's  performa.nee.

2.Comitted to  developing  individual  potential.

3.Sensitive  to  the  handicapped  a,dult's  cognitive  and  affeetive  needs.

4.   Comitted  to  assisting  adults  to  a.ssune  new  a.nd  more

productive  roles.

5.  Develops  individufized    instl.uctional  programs ,  adjusted tQ
lea,rners '  ability level(structures  learning  for  individual
success ) .
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DEFINITIONS   0F  EXCEFTIONALITIES

Mentally  Handicapped

Menta,lly  handica,pped  refers  to  significantly  subaverage  general  intellectual
functioning  existing  concurrently  with  deficits  in  adaptive  behavior  and  manifested
during  the  developmental  period.    The  adaptive  behavior  refers  primarily  to  the
effectiveness  of  the  individual  in  a,dapting  to  the  natural  and  socia,i  demands  of
his/her  environment.     It  has  two  rna.jor  fa.Gets:   (1)   the  degree  to  which  the  indiv-
idual  is  able  to  function  independently  and  (2)  the  degree  to  which  he/she  meet,s
sa,tisfactorily  the  cultura,1ly  imposed  demarids  of  personal  and  social  responsibility.

fie±ious|y  Emot iona,lly  _Hen_d_ifappe¢

A  serious  emotional  handica,p  in  children  is  defined  as  behavior  that  is
developmentally  inappropriate  or  ina,deq.uate  in  educa.tiona,l  sett,ings  as  indicated
by  one  or  more  of  the  following  characteristics:     (1)  and  ina.bility  to  lean  that
cannot  be  explained  by  intellectual,  sensory,  neurophysica,i  or  general  health
factors;   (2)  an  inafoility  to  build  or  mainta.in  sa,tis factory  interpersonal  relation-
ships  with  peers  or  teachers.   (3)   ina,ppropriate  or  immature  types  of  beha.vior  or
feelings  under  normal  conditions;   (h)   a  general  pervasive  mood  of  unhappiness  or
depression;   (5)   a  tendency  to  develop  physical  symptoms,  pains  or  fears  associa,ted
with  persona,l  or  school  problems.     The  I)ehavior  must  be  of  sufficient  duntion,
frequency  and  intensity  to  call  attention  to  the  need  for  intervention  on  behalf  of
the  child to  insure  his/her  educational  success.    The  term  does  not  include  children
who  are  socially  maladjusted,  unless  it  is  determined  that  they  are  seriously  emot-
ionally  handica.pped.    For  purposes  of  classification  and  educational  prograrming,
children  diagriosed  as  autistic  are  considered  seriously  emotionally  handicapped.

ecific  Leamin Disa,bilities

Pupils  who  exhitiit  a  specific  learning  disability  have  at  least  avel`age
intellectual  ability  or  are  ca.pable  of  average  intellectual  ability.    These  pupils
manifest  a  significant  discrepancy  between  their  current  educational  placement
and  their  current  performance.    This  discrepa,nay  is  the  result  of  a  deficiency  in
prereq.uisite  skills  and/or  performnce  necessary  in  the  academic  areas  of  reading,
spelling,  mathema.tics  or  handwriting.    These  deficiencies  cannot  be  attributed
to  the  presence  of  visual,  auditory,  or  motor  handicapping  conditions,  primary
emotiona.i  disturbance ,  cultural,  environmental ,  or  economic  disadvantage.
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disrru:ptLve  schooL  behcrvior

Goal   E

To  develop  skill  in  systems  analysis  and  consultation

Sub goal  i

Ate_±udy  to  forimulate  cnd  ccf:mu];ieeate  concepts  of  fcritiy,  socLat,  cnd  educar
t±onct  systen  ±nfzuences  on  student  behonedor.  a]i.a  edjustmient

qugoe¥
A±£t.±t_g  ±o  identify  c[nd use  or.gco'iez.at±onal  pr.ocesses  for  corrmi:vocation.
dec±s-..ar.-rr:c±hing ,   cind  ccmf.L±ct  -I.esoLution

Edrg±
{b.±L_±t!!  to  ±dentif !y  cnd  appr.ectate  poL±ctes  cnd  pract±ces  ch±ch  pr.onlo+L,e  or.hinder  or§an±zationat  obJ:ictives

I-



APPENDIX    E

SPECIAL    EDUCATloN    COMPETENCIES

cEF{TIFlcAIlcIN   coi'ilRE: TENcllis   Fcin`  IREACHElius
OF   TIIE   MENTALLY   RETAF`z`ImD/I,EAI!INIFTG   rDISzacunD

DIRECTIC)NSs    Circle  on  rating  scale  the  level  of  performance  of  the  individual
teacher.

Professional  Cotttpetencies

1.    demonstrates  understanding of  confidential  natuz\e  of  diagnostic  and
prescriptive  recorrunendations  of  ire.dividual  student.

Needs  Iixpro`rement

I
Ziverage

3

Very  Skillful

5

2.    Demonstrates  abil±tg  to  effectively  cormiunicate  objectives  and  functions
of  program to  parents,  teachers  and  adii.±nistrators.

12345

3.    Deconstrates  understanding of  Piiblic  Lasi  94-142  and  Creech  Bill  as  they
relate  to  individuals  with  special  needs.

12345

4.    Demonstrates  positive  attitude  in working with  team neltoers  and  students.

12345

5.    Can  ac:cept  constructive  criticism  from administrators  and  supervisors.

12345

6.    Provides  constructive  criticism t:o  the  perscni(a)  being evaluated.

12345

Placement..

Cooperating  Teacher :

AS{J  Supervisors

Student  Teacher..

Date®. 5/78
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Diagnost±c-Prescriptive  Competencies

i.    Ability  to  administer  and  interpret  formal  diagnostic  instruirents  of
practicum slbe .

12345

2.    Ability  to  design  and  implement  informal  diagnostic  instruments  where
necessary .

12345

3.    Ability  to  identify  specific  areas  of  developmental or educational
deficits,  as  thag  relate  to  furictioning of

I,earning  Disabled  Student  __  Itentallg  Ftetarded Student

12345

4.    Ability  to  select  and/or  desi`.n  appropriate  instructional  Sequences
that  include  read.ing,  arithnetic,  writing and  spelling,  that  focus  on
LD            or  lH3            student' a  instructional  need.

12345

5.    A1>ilitg  to  implement  diagnostic-prescriptive  teac:hing  irlodel  as  it
relates  to  .the  iz]Ls;truc:.t=.ion  of  the  LD              I.3R            .

12345

6.    Ztoilittg  to  objectively  evaluate  lnstructicmal  plans  and  mak,a  ctianges
where  necessarig.

123

Instructional  Oompetencies

1.    Demonstrates  ab]1itg  to  apply  theory  to  practic.-as  it  relates  to  the
instruction  of  the  LD            MR          .

123

2.    Fosters  responsibility  and  independence  in  student  through  individual
planning  azid  irILstruction .

123

-3-

3.    R.esponds  to  students'   different  academic  abJb±li+.g  levels  in  a  group
situation.

12345

4.    Implements  appropriate  instructional  strategy  for the  I.D
Or   I.lR

1234

Classroom Managenent

1.    Sensitive  to  group' s  enloticmal  needs  and  liioods,  and  structures  activities
accordingly .

12345

2.    Designs  and  implenents  appropriate  individual  behavior  management
Program.

12345

3.    Takes  gositive  action  in  working with  problem  c:hildren.

1234



CERTIFIC:ATICIN   CO!TPETErlcIES   FOR   TEACHERS
OF   THE   E,I:9OTICINALLY   DISTUREED

DIE?ECTIOIJS:     Circle  on  rating  scale  level  of  performance  of  individual
teacher.

Skill  development  of  psgchoeducational  assessment  and  programming.

1®    Abilitlg  to  colaplete  a  psgchoeducational  profile,  including  learner
strengths  and  wea]anesses ,  style  and  interpersonal  functions a

Need.s  Improvement

I

Average

3

Very  Skillful

5

2.    Ability  to  interpret  and  integrate  a.iagnostic  findings.

1234

3.    Athilitlg  to  use  assessment  information  for  psych.oeducational  Pro-
graunin.g,  planning  and  writing  of  IEP's.

12345

4.    Z[bilitg  to  design  and  ilnplement  a variety  of  educational  techniques
and  lrethods  in  instructicmal  process.

12345

5.    Abilittg  to  implement  curriculum  and  teaching  procedures  to  meet  the
cognitive  and  emotional  needs  of  the  learner®

12345

6.    Demonstrates  understand.ing  of  the  confidentiality  of  diagnostic  and
prescriptive  rnaterial  on  individual  students®

12345

PlacemBntE

Cooperating  Teac:her s

ASU  Supervisors

Student  Teachero.

Date..
5/78
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nevelopnent  of  perscmal  sensitivitig  and  interpersonal  attainment®

i.    Ability  to  canprehend  and  colrm:unicate  effectively  with  others
(on  ]3oth  the  cognitive  and.  affective  levels) ;  to  perceive  accur-
atellg  oneqs  reaction  to  and  effect  upon  otherso

a.    Cognitive  level

b.    Affective  level

I
I____   _______

13

135

2.    Abilitlg  to  interact  with  sensitivit{g,  warmth,  openness,  empathlg,
flexibility ,  self-confidence  and  self~awareness®

2
I-----=

45_-L___-
3.     Ability  t:a  forrrunlate  cand  cx3rmunicate  Concepts  of  how  falmili3,  socialp

and  educational  s\gs.tens  influence  }jehavior  and  adjustlnent.

123 45
I                                       ____         _____         ____J

4®    Zthilittg  to  counsel  and.  advise  tfith  parer2ts  of  chilcl.ren  identified  as
elrotionallg  distufiDed.

12
I__    I_________   _______      _      _   __    _          I_    _

34__LL
5.    Abilitig  to  interact  profefssionally  as  a  neifroer of  an  interdisciplinary

teamo

1234L-__-___-_ 5
__.J

Derronstration  of skill  in  individ.ualizing  instruction  for  stucl.ents  wlso  have
prctDleus  in  academic  tasks ,  hum.an  relationships ,  and  self-organizationo

1.    A.bilitig  to  present  educational  material  and.  tasks  on  level  a.ppropriate
to  student.

123L___.___i           L 5__.I
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2 ®    Ability  to  foster  student  initiative  in  planning  and  directing  an
ind.ividualized  learning  program.

1234

3®    Ability  to  develop  individual  performance  otojectives  and evaluation
porcedure s .

12345

4.    Ability  to  stimulate    indeSendent  study  and  responsible  participation
in  the  teaching/leaning  process.

1234 5
___        _-_=1

5 ®     Ak>ilitg  to  implelnent  reinedial  and  progralruned  instruction  ap|proaches
to  individual  learning.

1234 5
I

6®    Abllitg  to  objectively  evaluate  individual  program  relative  to
teacher  and  student  I)erformance®

I
I   __  _  _  _  _ _._

3
__.  __ I  +____

Behavior  P9anagement  Skill

1®    Ability  to  establish  and  rrochel  realistic  behavior  standards  in  an
educ:ational  setting.

123

2.    Abilitig  to  identify,  support,  and  promote  positive  group  and  in-
dividual  behavior.

123

3.    A1:>ilitg  to  develop  and  use  techniques  of  teacher  intervention  to
protect  tl.e  group  and  individ.ual  from disruptive behavior.

2345

-4-

4.    Demonstrates  ]mowledge  of  specific  intervention  strategies  specifically
designed  for  errotionallg  disturbed.

12345

Ba.sea  on  Mark  Twain  Staff  JfevelopnenE  Institute  goals


